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A FAMILY NEWSPAPER—DEVOTED TO NEWS, POLITICS, AGRICULTURE, LITERATURE,

THE ARTS AND SCIENCES, EDUCATION AND LOCAL AFFAIRS.—$1.50 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

MOUNT VERNON, OHIO: THURSDAY. JANUARY 23, 1896.

VOLUME LIX.

NUMBER 38.

THE DEVIL’S TOWER,’

stated, a locomotive engine
Highest of all in Leavening Power.—Latest U. S. Gov’t Report
limited in size
A stationary’ engine, however, may be
In the Court of Common Pleas of Kn x
made of any size. It may be a com
county, Oliio.
Hiraui Maxim’s Idea of the Future pound condensing or a triple expansion Wonderful Freak of Nature iu the
Jacob H. Ross, as Executor of the last will
and testament of Elisha R"M, deceased,
Black Hills,
engine. Large boilers may be employ
Lightning Express.
Plaintiff,
▼a.
ed, having a very large beating surface
Hosmer C. Biggs. Robert J. Biggs. Charles
in proportion to the coal consumed
H. Biggs, Angelina Gre<r and Jacob
Rising Absolutely Eight Hundred Feet
Greer, her husband; Mary Dunham and
150
Miles
an
Hour
Will
be Made and the grate surface may be of any
From its Base.
Henry Duuharn, her husband; Eliza Dun
size, so that a very’ cheap coal may be
ham and AK. Dunham, her husband;
With
Ease.
employed. In this manner the cost
and John Big^e and Evaline Biggs,
I
Defendants
developing a given horse power costs GO
It Has Been Climbed but Twice, and
Angeline Greer and Jacob Greer, her
per cent less than it does on the loco
husband, residing at Creston, Iowa; Mary
CREMATION.
LITTLE LAUGHS.
then Amid Much Danger—Some
The Slow Trains Will Cover About motive.
Dunham and Henry Dunham; Eliza
Dunham and Alf. Dunham, residing at
It is Rapidly (trowing in Favor In
Queer
Indian
Legends
With
the
latest
improvements
in
Westboro, Atchison county, Missouri; and
“You think you never spoke of this
Eighty Miles an Hour and
England.
John Biggs, whose residence is unknowu
electrical transmission, I think I am
About It.
except to the deceased, do you?” queried
Almost everybody takes some laxative
will*(take notice that on the 15'hdayi>f
Stop at the Passen
[Wealmiuiftsr Gazette ]
the lawer. “That’s what I said,” ans
medicine to cleanse the system and keep the
inside the limit in stating that power
January, A. D., 1890, the plaintiff.'Jacob H
blood pure. Those who take SIMMONS
The movement in favor of cremation wered the witness. ‘ Now, don't you
Ross, as Executor of the last will and testa
may
be
transmitted
at
a
loss
no
greater
gers’ Pleasure.
know, as a matter of fact,” pursued the
With the advent of the New Year comes the Increased Liver Regulator (liquid or powder)
ment of Elisha Ross, deceased, filed his
than 25 per cent. It will, therefore be Chamberlain, South Dakota, correspondence as against earth burial is growing
lawyer, rising and pointing his long
petition in the Court of Common Pleaa. Business we have, for several months, been anticipating, get all the benefits of a mild and pleasant
England. The other day Mr. William finger imnressively at him, “that the
of New York Herald ]
laxative and tonic that purifies the blood
within and for Knox county, and State of
seen that the actual cost of power, de
and strengthens the whole system. And
Ohio, against the above named defendants, in the REAL ESTATE DEPARTMENT of our busiuess
One of the greatest curiosities in the Rathhone, ex-M. P., stated in public deceased had been dead for ten vears
livered on the line, will be considerably
more than this: SIMMONS LIVER REGU
praying that said defendants be corai>elled
Northwest
is the Devil’s Tower, located that he had made provision for crema when these events took place? If you
Maxim,
the
inventor
of
the
automatic
less than at present. Moreover, with
to show their interest in and that plaintitTa
LATOR regulates the Liver, keeps it active
talked to him at all you talked to his
We also anticipated the wants of the people irom a and
title be quieted to the following described
healthy, and when the Liver is in gun and ninny’ other devices, is the the steam locomotive it is necessary to on the Belle Fourche River, in the tion in liis own case on principle and bones. Will you please tell me how
real estate, situated in Knox county and Real Estate standpoint, and early availed ourselves of the good condition you find yourself free from author of a very interesting article in
north-western
extremity
of
the
Black
with
a
view
to
promoting
the
reform
you would communicate with a skele
propel over the line a very heavy loco
State of Ohio, and described as follows,
Biliousness, Indigestion, Sickopportunity of securing an extensive list of new and desira Malaria,
Hills. Of this wonder a geologist of At this moment a new crematorium
ton?” “I would wire it, sir,” stiffly
towit:
Headache and Constipation, and rid of the January number of Cassier's Mag motive and a large supply of coal and
almost ready for use at Liverpool. It is rejoined the wituess.—Christian Advo
Being eighty-five acres off ihenort end of ble property for our customers to select from.
that worn out and debilitated feeling. azine, on “Thp Propulsion of Trains at water. In the electrical locomotive the international reputation said: —
the southwest quarter of section eleven (11),
These are all caused by a sluggish Liver. Very High Speeds.” The present speed, engine can he much lighter, and, of
“It is a remarkable freak of nature a neat building of red sandstone, simple cate.
township eight (8), and range eleven (11);
The
prospects
for
an
EXTENSIVE
BUSINESS
in
Good
digestion
and
freedom
from
stomach
and
appears not to have heen repeated and chaste in design. The main door
he says, can only be increased by the course, the coal and water can be com
and off the north end of a twenty acre strip
It’s our private opinion that England
ure hated by Alexander McKee of Jacob our Real Estate Department, from the present time until troubles will only be had when the liver use of electricity. The steam locomo
elsewhere
on the earth’s surface, but opens into a small chapel. From this doesn’t wan’t to fight us, now that we
/s properly at work. If troubled with any
pletely dispensed with. Therefore, in
himer; and also off the north end of a ten
room the coffin will be carried, after the live in brick houses and eat three square
electrica.1 locomotive we shall have stands alone, unique and mysterious.”
acre strip purchaser! by said McKee of April 1st, has not been more flattering for several years, of these complaints, try SIMMONS LIVER tive, he says, has been in use for about I
James McNear. Said twenty acres are off judging from the number of prospective buyers that daily REGULATOR. The tfing of Liver Medi two generations, and perhaps no other I cheaper power and a very much lighter
The tower is believed to be the cone of burial service is read, into a small meals a day. We are not the barbari
cines, and Better than Pills.
ans we were when we starved out Corn
the west side of the southeast quarter of
machine ever invented has had so much I (rftjn
propel. The reduction in a cooled down volcano. At a distance apartment beyond, and there placed wallis on hick’ry nuts and sweet pota
section eleven 'll), township eight (81 and visit our office and inspect our property.
jZ^-F.VERY PACKAGER
range eleven (11) in said county; and said
it
resembles
a
huge
cask
or
barrel
made
upon an iron frame running on wheels toes.—Atlanta Constitution.
Stamp in reil on wrapper. influence on the civilized world. Irom I Weight will also greatly reduce the wear
ten acres are off the east side of the south
Our List of Property comprises over 75 Choice Dwel Has J.theH.ZZeilin
of gigantic timbers, the sides being and rails in a line with the furnace,
the firet it has been in the hands of J an(j tear of
line,
& Co.. Phila., Pa.
east quarter of section twelve (12), town
‘W’hut’8 that?” asked Farmer Cornroughly furrowed with crystals of and pushed noiselessly into the abode of
ship eight (8) and range eleven (11) in *>aid lings and 125 Building Lots, which we have contracted with
highly trained and skillful engineers.
As to speed, I see no reason why
tossel, pointing over his wife’s shoulder
county —the whole of the above described the owners thereof to sell at UNUSUALLA LOW PRICES
trachyte.
Its
height
is
1,200
feet
above
An
infinite
numbor
of
experiments
flames.
From
the
chapel
the
clergy
to the magazine she was reading.
premises being the same premises conveyed
we might not be expected to double
the Belle Fourche River, and it is 800 man, followed by the relatives of the
have been made which have, from time
by said Alexander McKee to Evaline Biggs, The former ranging in price from $500 to $6,000, and the
“It’s a pieterof one o’ the sun spots.”
the
speed
of
steam
driven
trains.
Ordi

wife of James Biggs, by deed dated the 28th
“By jing,” he exclaimed, reflectively,
to time, led to various improvements,
feet in height from its base. The walls deceased, will ascend a stair, on the op
day of December, A. D . 1857, and reco ded latter from $100 to $2,(XX).
nary electric trains should travel at tlie
on all sides are smooth and perpendic posite side from the door by which the these here bacilluses seems ter he
until today’ we find the locomotive a
in Vol. 22, Pages 684 and 685 of Deeds
rate of 90 or 100 miles an hour, and
gittin’ inter everything.”—Mexico Her
Records in anil for said county, and being
ular.
In addition to the above, we have a number of excellent
very perfect and highly developed ma
coffin has been removed into a small ald.
express trains at, say, 120; but in order
also the same premises described in a cer
chine. I think I may’ say that engi
A paragraph conceruing it, which has gallery overlooking the door of the
tain deed of the said Alexander McKee to Manufacturing Sites and Acreage Property, suitable for Sub
to do this it would be necessary to so
the said Evaline Biggs, dated the 6th day of divisions. Also, several choice Suburban Residences.
“What did yoj buy this piece of
been widely circulated, says that owing furnace. From this gallery the service
neers have just about come to the end
construct the carriages as to enable
January, A. D., 1866, and recorded in Volto the smooth and perpendicular walls prescribed for tlie grave will he read music for?” asked Mr. Darley, crossly,
of tin ir tether in improving it. Even
67, page 40 of Deeds Records in and for
them to pass through the air without
took up a sheet from the piano.
AVe have nearly 50 Knox County Farms For Sale, from
on all sides no human being has ever and the mourners will take the last look as “he
aaid county. Reference to both eaid deeds
30 years ago it had reached a very high
I bought it for a song,” replied Mrs.
any great resistance. The train should
is here made
degree of perfection, and the speed at
been able to climb to the top. This is an of the coffin as it disappears within the Darley, sweetly.—Detroit Free Press.
Said parties are required to answer on or 1() to 200 Acres, at prices consistent with the times.
be pointed at both ends, and have the
error, as during recent years both a man furnace. The situation of the crema
that time was almost equal to anything
before the 21st day of Match, A D , 1806,
appearance
of
being
all
in
one
piece;
WE HAVE FOR RENT an extensiue list of Dwelling
or judgment may be taken against them.
The man who can name offhand all
that can be attained today.
and a woman have succeeded in reach torium at Anfield is wisely chosen,being
JACOB H. ROSS.
even the trees and axletrees would have
the English laureates can also name off
Houses,
Flats,
Offices,
and
Store
Rooms,
and
are
contracting
ing
the
summit.
During
the
past
year
two
groat
in
the
heart
of
a
pretty
suburban
neigh
By C- E- Critclifield and
hand all the French “immortals.”—
to be boxed in. I find in my experi
nearly every day for more. We’re prepared for the demand.
Critcbfield A Graham, his attorneys.
American and two great English roads
DROVE SPIKES TC THE TOP.
borhood and accessible frern all parts of Somerville Journal.
ments that atmospheric skin friction on
jan2S Ot
have been competing with a view of as
A man named Rogers, who lived near the city. There is an office, with a cot
a smpoth surface is so very small that it
OUR OFFICE IS HEADQUARTERS for Real Estate
Mr. Upperten—I'm going to bring a
BREAKS
UP
A
COLD.
certaining
how
high
a
train
speed
could
the
tower, performed the dangerous and tage for the caretaker attached, at the
Administrator’s Sale of Real and for Real Estate Investors, from the fact that we have
need not be considered as a factor at all,
friend of mind to dinner tomorrow.
be obtained with the most improved types
difficult feat on July 4, 1894, iu the pres entrance gate. Tlie crematorium will He says he was once married to you.
HEALS
CURES
but the powei to drive a rough or irreg
Estate.
more Property For Sale, Exchange and Rent than all the
ence of a large number of persons who be opened for public use not later than
of locomotives, and when it is remem
Mrs. Upperten—How delightful! I
Colic, 1
Cuts,
ular body through the air is very great.
wonder who he can be?
bered that the American and English
had gathered at the spot to celebrate April 1.
It is therefore not sur
N pursuance of an order of the Probate other Agents in the Citv combined.
Electricity
could,
of
course,
be
ad

Cramps?
Burns,
court of Kn ix county, Ohio, I will prising that we do THE REAL ESTATE BUSINESS !
types differ considerably in construe
Independence Day, and planted the
vantageously employed on existing
offer for sale at public auction, on
Magistrate—Prosecutor accuses you
Not a few who read what Mr. Robert
Diarrhoea,
Bruises,
tion, that they’ have been developed
Stars and Stripes on the summit. Sub
of haying bitten his hand. Prisoner-—
roads, but if special roads were to be
Saturday, the loth day of February,
Rowls,
of
Hollands,
Ya.,has
to
say
below
Flux,
Scratches,
IF YOU WISH to Buy, Sell, Rent, or Exchange your
under different conditions, and that constructed, say, for taking passengers sequently his wife performed the same
That is impossible, sir; I am a vegetarian.
1896,
Cholera
Bites of
feat, they being the only’ persons, so far will remember their own experince —Kansas Emporium.
the difference between the highest
At the door of the Court House in Mount Property, consult your interest best by patronizing the
from London to the sea coast, a com
as known, who have ever stood on the under like cirsuiustances; "Last winter
and lowest speeds at these trials
Morbus,
Animals and
Vernon, Knox county, Ohio, the following
paratively cheap line could be employ
There is usually one woman in the
had la grippe which left me in a low
described real estate, situate in said couuty
top of this curious rock.
has
been
less
than
two
miles
per
hour,
it
Nausea,
Bugs, etc.
state of health. I tried numerous reme congregation who dosen’t regard tha^
ed, and as the electrical train would he
of Knox, Ohio, towit:
will be seen that there is very little room
The ascent was made possible only by dies, none of which did me any good, minister as a saint on earth. Y
Being 50 acres off of the north part of the
Changes of
vastly lighter than the steam train,
Tastes Good,
east half of the northeast quarter of Sec
for
improvement
unless
some
radical
driving
iron spikes or pins into the per until I was induced to try a Lottie of his wife, of course.—SomerviZTj^^urnal.
Water, etc.
extensive grading and tunneling would
Smelis Good.
tion 11, Township 8, and Range 12; com
new
means
of
propulsion
can
be
devis

pendicular
sides of the tower almost the Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy. The
mencing at the northwest corner of said
not be necessary. The line might fol
He—Oh, yes, when I was in London
SOLDI EVERYWHERE.
east half of the northeast quarter of Sec
entire distance of eight hundred feet first bottle of it so far relived me that I I was enthusiastically received in court
ed.
was
enabled
to
attend
to
my
work,
and
low,
approximately,
the
contour
of
the
lion 11. Township 8, and Range 12; thence
25c. and 50c. Per Bottle.
In order to obtain high speeds, it has
from the base to the summit, and even the second bottle effected a cure.” For circles.
eaat 80 poles to the n <riheast corner of
country.
50c. size 2',i times larger than 25c. size.
She (simply)—What was the charge
been necessary to increase the weight
then the ascent was attended with the sale at 25 and 50 cents per bottle by all
eaid east half of the southeast quarter of
ESTABLISHED FIFTEEN YEARS AGO.
In the steam-driven train great power
NO RELIEF, NOlPAY.
against you?—Catholic Register.
Section 11, Township 8, and Range 12;
and size of locomotives and both have
constant danger that the climber would druggist.
thence southwest and north so as to include EOOM 1. MASONIC TEMPLE.
is required to enable it to mount even a
HERB MEDICINE CO.,
MT. VEENON, OHIO.
now reached their limit. The boilers
lose his or her equilibrium and he dash
50 seres, and no more.
Why It’s Pleasant.
slight gradient, and all this energy is
Now that, aunty,” said young PhaAlso, tlis following described real estate
Springfield, - - Ohio.
s already made so large that they
ed to death on the jagged rocks beneath.
tiied. “is Tumbles, the halfback”----[ Washington Star ]
wasted in heat and friction on the
situate in the county of Knox and State of
have to be mounted very high in order
The Northwest is dotted with buttes
Auut Sarah—En how wuz th’ pore
Ohio and bounded as follows: 55 and 53-100
The reason kissing is so pleasant, says
brakes in descending the next grade
acres of land taken out of the north and
and other freaks of nature, less interest an osculatory expert of scientific tend feller hurt?
not to interfere with the wheela, and the
The extra amount of energy consumed
off of the west half of the northeast quarter
“On the gridiron!”
ing, however, than the Devil’s Tower, encies, is because the teeth, jaw bones
weight is already so great that any furth
of Section 15. Township 8 and Range II;
by an electrically-driven train in mount
“Forever! Did they trust that simple
and
practically
every
one
of
them
is
the
begiuning at the west corner of the north
|
er
increase
would
be
dangerous
to
the
and lips are full of nerves, and when the lookin’ feller to try to cook for ’em?’’—
ltllLDIXU LOTS.
ing a gradient could again be utilized in
east quarter of Section 15 in the Township
DWELLINGS, Ac,
subject of an Indian legend. The tower lips of persons meet, an electric current Cleveland Post.
permanent way. Wilh everything aa
and Range aforesaid; thence southeast 85
descending the next gradient, because
QO SUBURBAN LOTS, South of city,
large and strong as it is possible to make the descending train, moving at a high is no exception to the general rule, and
and 92-100 poles to a stake in the county
No. 481. Store Building anil Dwelling
between Martinsburg and Newark
generated, aud you don’t have to
A clergyman on a recent sultry after
road; thence south 10 degrees west 72 Hoiii'e adjoining, in good location off ot* roads. Prices from $250 to $350 on monthly
is connected with a Sioux legend, which have a dynamo machine nor a battery
it, and with the employment of the
poles to a corner from which a chestnut Main stieet. Pi ice for both properties only payments Big discount for cosh.
velocity, instead of having its speed
noon paused in hie sermon and said:
is
told
in
the
words
of
a
resident
in
the
mo6t
perfect
material,
we
are
able
to
22 inches in diameter bears north 19 degrees $2,800. Good investment for the money.
BUILDING LOTS, on East Front and
the house, nor a call box, nor a
I saw an advertisement last week for
checked by the use of brakes, could
west 19 links; thence north 84 degrees west
Water streets, 5 minutes walk of C. A
I obtain a train speed of about 60 miles turn a switch in such a direction as to vicinity of the tower. He said:—
No. 382. New Home, West Gambier street.
five hundred sleepers for a railway. I
button
to
touch
to
ring
up
the
central
37 and 44-100 poles; thence south 10 degrees 11,250 is all that is required to purchase it.
A C. Car Shops, in John Wilson’s Addition.
STRANGE CAVE UNDERNEATH.
an hour, and I think this can never be convert the motors themselves into
west 74 and 93-100 poles; thence north 85
office, and there is no patent on it, and think I could supply fifty, aud recom
No- 483. Brick House — East part of city Prices from $250 to $350 on time.
degrees west 44 and 60-100 pol-s; thence You can have it for $1,125.
“While at Yankton several years ago the poorest person iu the world can mend them as tried and sound.”—Erie
Come with impaired digestion. A | greatly exceeded with an engine driven generators which would actually send a
Double Lot. Gambier Avenue, about 61x
north I degree west 146 and 13-100 poles to
No. 484. Brick House—East Front street, 250. The finest Building Loton the Avenue.
I met several old Sioux Indians, with enjoy the electric current better than 1 Pa.) Messenger.
sound stomach brings health to the by steam. In fact, trains are now
the place of beginning, estimated to con near Main, 8 rooms, stable, &c Only $2,250. It only’ takes $1,500 to buy it.
current into the line which would be
entire system. Bad blood, torpid [driven as fast as it is possible to drive
whom I was acquainted, and having a the millionaire, and it never gets out of
tain 55 and 52-100 acres more or less.
Three Lots, Oak street continued, East
Prospective Tenant—But we wish to
No. 485. Modern Cottage—Rogers street, part
Appraised at $3000.00.
of city, near F. L Fairchild's. Price
liver, kidney troubles of various them with the amount of power that available for the use of other trains. photograph of the Devil’s Tower with order. If Edison had invented kissing, keep a servant. Landlord of Flat—Oh,
East
end.
8
room
frame.
Price
$1,150Terms of sale—One-third in band, oneThe
storing
of
energy
developed
by
a
$350
and
$400
Double
the
size
of
most
Lots
«ry well. I will have an alcove paint
kinds disappear on using Lyon’s can be developed w’ithin the limit of
No. 486. House, with over an acre of land, sk Gambier Avenue Lots, in B. Ham
me I thought they would like to see it.
third in one year and one-third in two
would cost $100 a year, like the tele ed on the wall of the kitchen.—Detroit
descending train has always been a
Seven Wonders, the
years from the day of sale with interest, the facing Jon Quarry street, East end, new 6
After
having
shown
them
the
photo

well's
Addition.
Price
only
$650
and
|
space
and
weight
admissable
on
the
phone, and then extra kissing would he Tribune.
desideratum; ;t is quite impracticable to
deferred |*ayments to be secured by mort room frame house. Just think, only $1 425. $750. Cheapest Lots in the city, location
graph they appeared greatly excited and charged up extra, and if you didn’t pay
No- 487. Choice Residence—West Htgh considered. These prices good for 60 davs.
I modern railroads.
gage on the premises sold.
use it with our steam driven trains,
street.
8
rooms,
stable,
Ac.
It
’
s
worth
at
W. W. WALKEY.
“Bigland has been thrown out of work,
‘) CHOICE BUILDING LOTS. East
If we wish to obtain higher speeds we while it is a simple matter in trains asked me if an underground passage for it they would take your kissaphone
least $3 000- Owner will accept $2,400.
Admr. of William T. Armstrong, dec’d.
Front street, in B Barnwell’s Ad
way had been found beneath the tower. and disconnect you from the central hasn’t he?”
No. 488. Choice Brick Dwelling —West
must
employ
more
power
in
propor

Cooper and Moore, Attorneys,
driven by a cable or by electricity.
dition. Prices from $150 to $350.
Well his pay has heen stopped, if
Sugar street, near business, churches, school
Ot course no such passageway has as office.
jau 16 4t
tion to weight than we now have at our
East Highstreet, Price $500 on time
that is what you mean. ”
Ac. Contains 9 rooms, grates. Ac. This LOT,
Some engineers may imagine that a
LO
l\
Cedar
Ave.,
East
part
of
city
—
$275.
yet
been
found
by
the
people
living
I disposal with the modem steam driven great deal of trouble would be encoun
property, if sold soon, can be had for $2,650. LOT, East High street. Price $450 on time
—Detroit News.
Executor’s Notice
Ever offered to the public. It is an
470 Brick Residence, with Three Lots, LOT, near 5th Ward School House—$400.
near it.
locomotive.
In
order
to
greatly
in

OTICE is hereby given that the under onNo
Few
people
know
that
all
plants
con

tered
in
arranging
the
sidings,
switches,
High street, 9 rooms, stable, Etc.
absolute cure for indigestion, dys
“Mamma, where do eggs come from?”
signed lias been appointed and quali OneWest
LOT, near Bridge works, with artesian
After considerable urging I got them
of the finest residence properties on the well
pepsia, all disorders of the stomach, crease the power it is necessary that the etc., of a large station. I think this to tell me what they knew of the tower tain digestive principles. They cannot
“Chickens, my dear.”
fied Executor of the estate ot
Price $300.
West side. Will sell it for $3,500.
absorb their food until it is digested any
Eleven Building Lola, Located on
“Well that's funny. Papa says that
and is a special tonic and purifier of source of energy should be stationary might he completely obviated by using
ANNA M. WIL90N,
No. 474. 7/OU8E, North Gay street, 14 Sandusky,
and an underground passage. They more than animals can. The Mount chickens come from eggs.”—Harper’s
and Cottage streets. All
Late of Knox county, Ohio, deceased, by 9tory frame, 8 rooms. Lot about 35x132. choree lots. Wooster
the blood and female ailments; and the energy transmitted to the mov steam locomotives for local purposes,
New Addition, just opened, at
replied that years ago while three Lebanon Shakers have learned the art Round Table.
Price $1 250.
the Probate Court of saiacounty.
ing
train,
and
the
only
practical
way
of
I
exftCt
j
y
M
8ma
n
gteani
Read
what
Dr.
Washburn
says
of
low prices for cash or long time.
locomotives,
No. 475. Brick House and Two Lots, North extremely
Dec. 31st, 1895.
Rogers 8t.. East part of city—$275.
accomplishing this on a large scale is by
“switch engines’ in the United warriors of their tribe were hunting in of extracting and utilizing these digestive
Main street, 10 rooms, furnace. Ac. Choice 1 LOT,
JAMES BELL,
ry Choice Building Lota, East
that vicinity they discovered an opening principles, and it is for thia reason that Will some one who pretends to know
location. Price only $2,850 if sold soon.
janl6 3t
Executor.
|
employing
electricity.
Be good enough to tell
States, are now used, the electricity be
-L I part of city, known as the Taft Addi
No. 477. House and Two Lots, East part of tion,
An electric engine may he made to ing only on the main lines. All trains which led directly undefr the tower, and their Shaker Digestive Cordial is meet Why those who elevate the 6tage
located, beautiful elevation.
city, 14 story frame, 5 rooms, stable, Ac Pricesdesirably
ranging from only $125 to $250, on
Must previously raise Republican Ken
develop almost any amount of power, except those on the main lines, could he that after procuring torches they pro ing with such phenomenal success in the
Price $*03 on easy payments.
tucky?
No. 478. Pretty Cottage, East Burgess St., extendedcred.it. Don’t miss this opportunity
and
still
be
well within the weight and moved as at present, electricity being ceeded to investigate, and after following treatment of dyspepsia. The Shaker
7 rooms, stable, Ac. Price $1600.
—Detroit News-Tribune.
the
passage
a
great
distance,
probably
bulk
of
an
ordinary
locomotive.
It
is
Digestive
Cordial
not
only
contains
No. 479. House and Two Lots, West Vine KNOX COUNTY FARMS.
employed only for high speed between
NE of the best producing farms in Knox
New
Richmond,
Ind.,
April
17,
1893,
.
pr
700
to
800
yar-l9,
found
a
number
of
food
already
digested,
but
it
also
con

couuty, consisting of 321 acres in Ber street, 14 story frame, 7 rooms, Ac.—$1,250
“I wonder why they speak of tying
No 380 Desirable Farm, 1424 acres, 6 miles
In regard to the remedy whose title is true that some difficulties have been stations.
lin township, known as the “Joe Hall’*No. 480. New House, East Sugar street, of Mt.Vernon, 30 acres bottom land, balance Lyon’s Keren Wonders,’ and of whose encountered in electrical locomotives.
hones of what they supposed to he tains digestive principles which aid the the knot when they marry people?”
2
story
frame,
7
rooms.
Price
$1,300.
In
the
foregoing
I
have
pointed
out
farm. This is a rare opportunity to secure a
composition I am well acquainted
digstion of other foods that may be
Perhaps because when they are tied
No 471 Pretty Cottage, East Front street gently rolling. 20 acres timber, watered by 2 with, having used it in cases of Amenorrhoea It has heen found difficult to make a I only what is available to the engineer at human beings. They then proceeded eaten with it. A single 10 cent sample
No. 1 stock or graiu farm at low figures. Rich
springs, 8 room frame bouse, nearly new.
they are less likely to forget each other.”
Suppression of Menses, and as a general
until
they
came
to
a
lake
of
cryetal
soil, well watered, good dwelling, fine new near Main, 14 story frame. 7 rooms, stable. large bank barn and other buildings, good and
hottie will he sufficient to demonstrate
tonic to the nervous system. I consider It motor that would work well at both Lhe present moment.. Every tiling that I
barn, good crib and wagon; Bbed, No. 1 Etc. Owner will accept $1,700 for it.
has but few equals. I can heartily
water, which they claimed was about 50 its value, and we sugget that every suf — Detroit News-Tribune..
No 473 Comfortable Home. Rogers s reet. orchard. Will sell it for $-55 per acre.
granary and orchard
recommend it. D. M. WASHBURN, M. D. very low and very high speeds, but I have suggested can be accomplished,
No
381
Farm.
374
acres,
near
Utica.
3
fering dyspeptic make atrial of it. Any
feet wide by 75 feet long.
Terms easy. Will be sold on long time if East part of city, built a few years, kstory room house, stable, timber, fruit. Etc. On
Jack—What is your favorite drink—
druggist can supply it.
frame, 8 rooms, stable. Etc. Only $1.5 » • public road. Will accept $1,700 for it.
Sold by Drogguta, $1.00 a Box (60 Dosed, think this trouble can be surmounted without doubt with apparatus which is
desired.
Here
they
discovered
more
bones,
champagne or beer?
by
employing
a
considerable
number
of
a]ready
available
and
is>
to
ex
.
No 465 Dwelling. West Vine street, near
or
address
Could be divided into two tracts of 110
No 376 Farm, 50 acres, 14 mile of Bangs,
Harry—It depends. Is it your treat or
Main, 14 story frame, 9 rooms, furnace, sta 7 room
acres, and one of 211 acres if desired.
motors on the same locomotive, arrang-1 tent, in use, but, of course, when a road and among them a great quantity of
Laxol is the best medicine for chil mine?
house, stable, etc. l'rice $40 per A.
ble, Ac. A cozy home Price $1 800.
Apply at First National Bank,
gold.
They
were
for
some
unexplained
dren.
Doctors
recommend
it
in
place
of
No 369 Farm. 504 acres, 34 miles of Utica,
ed in such a manner that the driver or of this kitd is once established other
No. 466. New Modern House, Rogers St.
nov7tf
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
6 room house, stable, etc $60 per A.
engineer could couple them at will in I improvements are sure to follow. We reason afraid to take this treasure away Castor Qil.
East part of city, 2 story frame. 7 rooms, fur new
Ethel—Molly told me yesterday, Nell,
INDIANAPOLIS,
IND.
No
365
Farm,
75
acres,
4
miles
of
city,
nace, bath, E'c. Price $1,800 for a few weeks choice buildings. Price $80 per acres.
with them, and after getting outside the
that you have resolved to give up talk
many
difierent
way
s.
I
shall
then
have
very
fast
trains,
running
PROFESSIONAL CAROS
Monroe
’
s
Tomb.
No 454 Choice Residence, East Vine street,
this remedy to cure
slang.”
No 364 Farm, 10 acres, 34 miles of city, rteS=j,We guarantee
or money refunded.
W hen starting, they could be all I over cheap roads on which it would be cave they determined on blocking the Richmond (Va ,) Spec- Philadelphia Times] ingNell
1 Barr property,) 10 room frame, good con
—Yes, I have. I’ve thought it
5 room house, stable, fruit, etc. Price $1,200
dition,
largecellar,
stable.
Ac.,at
a
bargain
For
sale
by
Craft
<fe
Taugber.
entrance
so
effectually
that
it
could
not
coupled in series, so that the high ten-1 quite impracticable to employ steam,
E. GRANT,
W
No 370 Suburban Farm, 3 acres, choice
The widespread discussion of the all over, and I’ve made up my mind
No. 455. HOUSE, West High street, 2story
buildings, fruit, etc Would make a fine
sion current could be employed advan-1 and passengers may then perhaps be be discovered by any one else, evidently Monroe doctrine in connection with the that even it the young men do seem to
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.
frame, 7 rooms; very choice. Price $2000.
Farm. Price $3,500.
No. 456. HOUSEand Two Lots, East Chest Truck
tageously without injury to the arma-1 taken from London to the sea coast in intending to return at some future time Venezuela matter has caused unusual like a girl whose talk is bright and
FFICE Room No. 2, Woodward Opera
No 375 Farm. 35 acres. 4 miles of city, 4
nut street, 2story frame, 8 rooms, stable,Ac.
slangy, when it comes to getting married
House Building, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
and carry away the treasure.
tures.
Then, as the speed increased, the 120 minutes.
room house, stable, etc. Price $1,600.
interest about the tomb here of the she simply isn’t in it.—Somerville
A beautiful residence Price $3500
oct 31 tf
“This story they claimed to have author of this declaration. The discus Journal.
No 459. HOUSE, East Front street, 14
coupling could be changed, step by step,
story frame. Price$475. if purchased soon.
8. U. (iOTSIHLL.
received from one of the trio who made sion has recalled the fact of the removal
from eeries to multiple. Thus, at very I
Well Sworn,
No. 461. NE H’ HOUSE, East part of city,
ttorney-at-law, Real Estate and on Cedar Avenue, 14 story frame, 6 rooms, FOR EXCHANGE!
the alleged discovery, and who was on by some relic hunter of a plate on the
He—Will you marry me?
high speeds, especially in ascending a Philadalpbia Times.]
Loan Agent. Property for sale. Money fiuished in natural wood, cathedral window,
No 429—Nebraska Land. 160 acres, Pierce
She—Ask mamma.
| gradient, all the motors could he con-1 N woman in Germany the other day his deathbed when telling them of it. tomb of President Monroe. This rob
to Loan. Office—Banning Building, Mt.
county $18 per acre; for Ohio or tnd. farm
He—I did this morning. She refused
cellar, well, cistern, Ac. Price only $1000.
Vernon, Ohio.
28marly
nected in multiple, when the highest had to be sworn twelve hundred times in Such a passage may exist, and the lake bery was committed some time ago, hut me.
No 474 Small Farm, 15 acres, Licking
No. 462 BRICK HOUSE, East High St.
County,
Ohio
4
room
frame
house,
stable,
also,
but
the
gold
theory
has
pretty
7 rooms, stable, Ac. $2,500 will buy it
anTonnt of energy would be developed. Ia ®uit in which her deceased husband’s
the removal of the plate was not disKOONS,
No. 446. Dwelling, East Chestnut street, fruit, Ac Price $1000 For small stock of
In this wiiy, I think, many of the [ estate was involved. The husband had much the same eound as one of the coverd until recently. It was of bronze The U. S, Gov't Reports
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
2 storv frame. 11 rooms, furnace, etc. Price groceries in a Knox couuty village
FFICE over Knox County Savings only 12.500- Nicely arranged for two fami No 468 Farm, 40 acres, Medina Co, Ohio,
troubles heretofore encountered could heen a lumber dealer, and during his “Lost Cabin" stories.”
and about 12 by 18 inches in size. It is
show Royal Baking Powdet
Bank, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
novltf lies, or Boardeis. Near Public Square.
4 mile of Chatham Center, no buildings
The tower is at present some dis
I long business career a certain cabinet
he completely overcome.
possible that the thief thought the plate
Price
$2,000
For
Mt
Vernon
property
or
No. 447. Dwelling, East 7/igh street, 14
superior to all others.
Knox County farm
A. It. MelMTIKK,
tory frame, 9 rooms. Price $2,000.
In regard to the question of supply [ maker had kept a running account with tance from a railroad, and therefore not was silver, and therefore of considerable
No
469
Dwelling,
in
Mt
Vernon,
west
No.
415.
A
No.
1
PROPERTY.cornerGameasily
accessible
to
the
average
tourist,
ATTORNEY AND t'OLSSELLOR AT LAW.
Four crops a year can be raised from
ing a long road with a powerful high him. The business relations were so
value.
FFICE, opposite the Court House, M t. bie r and Gay streets,—King property. 0 ne- Highstreet, near Riverside Park, modern,
Cuban soil
tension current, I would say that when complicated at the time of the mer- hut when a railroad is extended to its
balf block from Main street. An elegant 8 rooms Price $2500 Foi Ohio farm
Monroe’s tomb is in the northwest
Vernon, Ohio.
18jau94
No 488 Kansas farm, 560 acres, Ells
location fora Business Block, t’pera Hottie,
trains are propelled by steam, it is nec- chant’s death that their was a difference immediate vicinity it is certain to be part of Hollywood Cemetery and near
Hotel, New Court House, or City Building worth County, 6 room house, barn, Ac., Ac
H. D. C. iTcnrixLD.
H. C. Dxvin.
Ayer’s Hair Vigor is certainly a
essary to employ a large number of |of opinion between the executors aud come one of the favorite objects of by the grave of President Tyler, and
Size of double lot 132x132 Price only $4,850 Price $18 per acre For Knox County farm
Critclifield A Devin,
remarkable preparation and nothing
interest
to every visitor to that portion
No
490
Farm,
105
acres,
Huron
County
No.
450.
Suburban
Property,
4
acre,
2
the
cabinet
maker
as
to
the
amount
the
steam
engines.
Why,
then,
should
ttorneys at law. office over
with<n a few rods of the last resting place like it has ever been produced. No
2 story brick house, barn, Ac. Price
of the Northwest.
Stauffer’s Clothing Store, North Side story frame house. 8 rooms, stable, cellar, Ohio,
there be any objection to using a large latter owed the estate.
of Jeff Davis, the Chief Executive of the matter how wiry and unmanageable the
$6,50 0 For Mt Vernon property
fruit, Ac. Price $2,500.
Public Square, Mt. Vernon, Ohio. Ilian94
The matter was brought into the courts
No 481 Columbus, 0, Property, consist
No. 451. Manufacturing Site, 8J acres,
number of steam engines for an elec
Southern Confederacy.
hair may be, under the influence of this
ing of houses and building lots; desirably
adjoining city on railroad. Price $1,600.
[ and at the trial the reading of the de EMBEZZLEMENTS OF LAST YEAR
e.OOOFKK.
rSAKK MOOK
trical
railroad?
It
certainly
costs
no
incomparable dressing, it becomes soft,
Manufacturing
Site,
5
acres
adjoining
city
In
exchange
for
Ohio
farms
located
COOPER A MOORE
Many
merchants
are
well
aware
that
fendant
’
s
affidavit
consumed
12
hours.
more to run a stationary engine than a
silky, and pliable to the comb and brush,
No 466 Farm, 35 acres, 4 miles of city, 14
on railroad. Price $2,500.
The Figures Smaller Than for Several
TT0RNEY8 AT LAW. Office 1
No. 453. Brick House, North Gay street, story house, stable, Ac $1,800 Dwell ing
their customers are their best friends
locomotive engine, and the engines for The the widow was cited before the
l
Main St«sst Mt. Vernon O.
in Mt. Vernon wanted
14 story. 5 rooms. Price$750.
Years Past.
The estimated washing bill of London
and take pleasure* in supplying them
| supplying the current could he placed Magistrates, and during her testimony,
ONEYTOLOAN,
INSURANCE TO SELL
No 449—House, in this city, 14 story
No. 472. Brick House, East Frontstreet.7 or
$25,000,000 per annum.
Tlie
embezzlement
and
defalcations
with
the
beet
goods
obtainable.
frame,
5
rooms,
stable,
Ac$1200
For
small
8
rooms,
large
new
stable.
Price
$2500.
a
foreign
paper
says,
was
obliged
to
at
regular
intervals
along
the
line.
The
McKEE & WRIGHT,
No. 441 House, East Chestnut street, 14 Ohio farm
I ENEKAL INSURANCE AGENTS. Office 8 story
tension of the current might be, say, make oats twelve hundred times, once in the United States in 1895 were much As an instance we mention Parry &
No 445—Nebraska Farm. 160 acres, Knox
frame. 5 rooms, stable, Ac^ $900
1 W. Cor. Public Square and High St.
No. 417. House and Two Lots jn Gambier county, unimproved $18 per acre Ohio
2,000 to 5,000 volts. The main conduc | for each of the twelve hundred litigious less in amount than for one of sev Cameron, prominent druggists of Flush
W. McKxx.
Gov A. Whioht
Avenue, known as the Ta Homestead property or merchandise wanted
tors should he thoroughly insulated and points involved in the suit. This took eral years previously. The aggregate ing, Michigan. They say: “We have
No 431—Building Lots, 43 in Fostoria,
Of course you could break
will be sold at a bargain if purchased soon
no hesitation in recommending Cham
PHYSICIANS.
protected from atmospheric influences. I three whole sittings of the tribunal, hut of $10,423,205 is hut a trifle more than berlain’s Cough Remedy to our custom
No. 225. BUSINESS BLOCK. Main St. and 9 in Tiffin. Ohio, from $200 to $500
one with a hammer, if you
No 433—Farm, 16acres. 4 miles west of
opposite Rowley House; 3story brick, two
40 per cent of the $25,234,112 reported ers, as it is the best cough medicine we
The actual rubbing surface, transmit-1 she won the suit,
1 K. OONARD, M. D.,
hit it hard enough but no
Before you decide to
large store rooms and warehouse. 8econd city, fair buildings $1500
for 1894, which was the largest total of have ever sold, and always gives satis
ting the current to the moving train,
Farm, Morrow county, 81J acres $55 per
story conveniently arranged for housekeep
one
uses
a
lamp
chimney
bay a medicine, that the
Homnofathic Physician and Subobon.
ing or a Boarding-house. Price reasonable. acre; for Mt. Vernon property
| should be in relatively Bhort sections, I The readers of this paper will be any year since 1878. The largest previ faction.” For sale at 25 ana 50 cents
large
majority of all tho
that
way.
I
vory Top lamp
Officn—In the Woodward Block. Resi
per bottle by druggists.
No 435 — Missouri Land. 320 acres, Texas
No. 436. Modern Residence, west High St.,
and connected to the main conductor pleased to learn that there is at least ous total of the series was the $22,154,diseases which afflict man
dence—Gambier St., Arentrue property.
chimneys are made from the
near Riverside.Park. 2story frame, 8 rooms. county $10 per acre; for property this city.
Office hours, 8 to 10 a. m., 2 to 4 and 6 to Will sell for less than actual value.
kind, originate In or arc
| only while the train is actually passing, one dreaded disease that science has 000 for 1884, and next to that in pecuni
best glass by’ a patented pro
Origiu of the Word “Tip.”
8 p. m.
24aprly
No. 399, Dwelling, west Vine street, two
promoted by impure blood.
ary magnitude are the $18,929,692 of
cess and are different from
the
latter
being
provided
with
suitable
been
able
to
cure
in
all
its
etages,
and
There
has
lately
been
much
specula

story frame, 7 rooms, stable, Ac. Price $1,400
JOHN E. RUSSELL, M. D.,
1883
and
the
$19,720,249
of
1891.
The
any other kind. You can
apparatus for switching the current in I that is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is
No. 476. Double Dwelling, west Chestnut
tion regarding tlie origin of the word
street, near Main. Price $2,500. Bargain I
find them at all progressive
SURGEON AND PHYSICIAN,
ahead of the train and cutting it out the only positive cure known to the number of embezzlements was 504, •‘tip." Tlie truth ia that in an old English
No. 369. DWELLING, Pleasant street,
Office—West side of Main street, 4 doors
stores. Some dealers don’t
On our BULLETIN BOARD at foot
after the train had passed. In this medical fraternity. Catarrh being a con against 629 for 1895. Of these 25 were tavern a receptacle for small coin was
north ef Public Square, Mt. Vernon, Ohio, new 2 story frame, modern, 7 rooms, flag
That the best blood medi
sell
them
because
they
last
ging,
Ac.
An
elegant
home.
Price
$2,600.
manner there would be very little loss of stitutional disease, requires constitution for not less than $50,000 or more than fixed in a conspicuous place, over which
of office stairs, (Masonic Temple,) for
Telephone No. 74.
cine before the public—the
too long. Refuse substitutes.
Residenoe—East Gambler street. Tele No. 287. 77OUSE and 3 acres, north part the Big Real Estate Bargains we
$190,000 each, 17 were for not less than appeared in writing: “To insure
al
treatment.
Hall
’
s
Catarrh
Cure
is
current,
even
at
a
very
high
tension,
one which accomplishes
phone 7>.
29sept87 of city, stable, orchard, Ac. Price $3,500.
A book about lamps sent free.
$100,000
but
less
than
$500,000,
while
and all danger of accidents would be taken internally, acting directly upon
promptness.” Whatever was placed in
.mi’TrSlro,®Ze“hSoon"' .•"'-’“•‘"‘W offering, of property we
the greatest cures, has the
THE LIPPIN’COTT GLASS CO.,
frame
DR.GEORGE B.BUNN
Alexandria, Ind.
the blood and mucous surfaces of the two were for $500,000 and upwards, but the box was divided among the servants.
avoided.
largest sales—in fact tho
HOUSE,
west
High
street,
2
have
For
Sale
and
Exchange.
No.
308.
J>HY8ICIAN AND SURGEON,
One True Blood Pur ifier—is
With the present steam engines it is system, thereby destroying the founda none amounting to a million, though in Other taverns followed th3 example, and
story brick, good stable. Ac. Price $3,850
No. 430. House and Two Lots, Gambier
necessary to use the very best quality of tion of the disease, and giving the pa 1894 there were four cases in each of soon the words were abbreviated to T. I.
H0WAHD HAKPEB,
Room 3, RozersBlock ill South MalnSt. Ave.,
near Center run. $1,000 cash.
Mount Vnbxon, Onio.
coal, costing at least twice as much as tient strength by building up the consti. which the defalcation exceeded a million P.; everybody knew what they indicated.
Masonic
Temple
Real
Estate
Agent
431, House, Gambier Ave., near Cen
All professional ealls by day or night terNo.
•••••••••••••••••••••••a** the cheap steam coal. A locomotive tution aud assisting nature in doing its dollars. The total of $10,423,205 was Then the punctuation marks were drop
run, 14 story frame. 4 rooms. $700 cash.
pomptlv responded to
[June
ped, and the word “tip” was born.
No. 401. House and Two Lots, west Chest
steam engine has, of necessity, to he a work. The proprietors have so much composed of cases which may be dis
nut street, 8 room frame. Price only $1,400
tributed
as
follows:
City
and
county
A
No. 412. House and Two Lots, North Mul
Read Ayer’s Almanac, which your
:<§kc< 0
cilec- C • high-pressure, non-condensing engine, faith in its curative power, that they of
berry street. Price $1,250.
fer One Hundred Dollars for any case officials, $2,468,686; hanks, $2,178,378; druggist will gladly hand you, and’note
and
the
exhaust
steam
has
to
be
dis

DEALER!IN
Oldest
and
Largest.
Established
in
No. 402. Choice Residence, East Chestnut And Property Managed for Non residents
charged against considerably more than that fails to cure. Send tor list of testi frauds and forgeries, $1,813,994; agents, the wonderful cures of rheumatism,
1848. Over 33,000 former students.
street, 8 rooms, stable, Ac. Price $2,650.
Flour,Feed, Seed®, Poultry No. 419 Dwelling, west High street, near
and others, on favorable terms.
$1,209,705; loan associations, $137,415; catarrh, scrofula, dyspepsia, eczema, Therefore, get Hood’s and Only Hood’s,
• Send for Catalogue and Journal.
an atmosphere of pressure, because it monials.
Prepared by C. I. Hood A Co., Lowell, Mass. gi.
Address, F. J. Cheney Co., Toledo, postmasters, $27,607; and miscellaneous, debility, humors, and sores, by the use
Main 2story frame,8rooms.stable,Ac. $2300
Spencerian
Business
College
and
has to be employed for inducing the Ohio.
ot Ayer’s Ssarsaparilla, the only SareapaNo. 449. New House, Burgess street 14 HOWARD HARPER, The Real Estate Agent, • School of Shorthand, Cleveland, O.
Curtis Ware house, Lower Main street,
the after-dinner pill anq
$2,487,430.—Chicago Tribune.
I rilla admited at the World’s Fair.
ory frame, six rooms. Price $950.
Hood S Pills family cathartic, ijq.
jau
ROOM 1, MASONIC TEMPLE.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••idraught Moreover, for reasons before fiecTSold by Druggists, 75c,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio. Telephone 89.
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FOSTER (05FESSES.
Condition of the Treasury at the Close of the
Harrison Administration.

Au. that is needed is more revenue,
say the Republicans, to solve the finan
cial situation as it effects the national
treasury. Mr. Cleveland says retire the
greenbacks and treasury notes, and it is
due to truth to say that his advice does
not meet with much favor, however
sound in principle. Well, then, what of
more revenues? Two plans are present
ed. One for a tax on the woolen cloth
ing of men, women and children, and
on the carpets and blankets of their
households. This means the restoration
of the McKinley tax, which averaged
$97.50 for every $100 of woolen goods
imported. In other woods, it doubles
the price of woolen clothing. Another
way of meeting the deficiency is by a
tax additional to the one now levied of
$1 a barrel on the beer manufactured in
the country. The beer tax would be on
a luxury, and no one need pay it unless
he wants to. The woolen tax would be
on an article of universal UBe, of which
everyone would have to pay his share.
Which shall the tax be—on beer or on
wool?—Pittsburg Pott.

make: a note of this
And llemrmber it When Called Upon
to Deal With Strangers.

An exchange gave its readers the follow

Harcourt Place Seminary,

For Good
Color andw
Heavy Growth
Of Hair, use

-s Gambier, Ohio, +►

ing good advice, supplemented with the f»ct
Ex-Governor Foster, who as as Secre
that the better way is not to sign notes for
tary of the Treasury during the latter
Harper & HARPER.
strangers at all: "A good way to teat a
part of Harrison’s administration, has
swindling scheme is to offer a Don-negoti_
OFFICIAL PAPER OF THE COUJiTY. just made a significant acknowledge
able note when the time comes for tbesien.
ment regarding the condition of the na
ing. Mark out the words ‘or order’ or ‘or
tion’s finances at that time. He has
b -arer’ which always follows the blank
31 01 X r V F >’ \ n. 011 10.
candidly confessed in a newspaper in
line on which is written the name of the
man to whom the note is given. Maxeit
THURSDAY MORN IN I JAN. 23. 181)0 terview that everything was in readiness
for a bond sale amounting to $50,000.000
payable io him alone. ’Ihat saves you al
Vtgc'f
right. If the note is given with a view of a
Germany capitalists will bid ,'orone- as early as December, *1892, three
contract
which
the
other
party
offers
jnst
One
fuurth of the Unite 1 States bonds to be months before the inauguration of Mr.
write upon the note ahead of your signa
Cleveland. This shows that there was
s »ld next month.
ture hese words: ‘The payment of the note
Bottle will do
a practical deficiency in the Treasury,
is made conditional upon the performance
The Democratic National Convention or, rather, that the gold reserve was
Wonders. Try it.
of a contract for which it is given.’ Always
will bo held at Chicago on July 7lh. Tt melting away, before Mr. Harrison left
remember that no matter what oral con.
took 29 ballots to decide the contest.
Yurify the Blood with Ayer's Sen. .pari’la
office. In a speech in the House the
tract you may have it will have nothing to
do with the payment of the note unless it
A sensational story cornea from other day Mr. Dockery, of Missouri,
appears on the face of the note. You will
Columbus that the Anti-Saloon League read the order of the Secretary of the
r.ever get an agent of any fake or swindling DECORATE YOUR HOMES.
Treasury,
Mr.
Foster,
to
the
engraving
has detectives shadowing members of
scheme to take a note payable to him or re
department to have bondi prepared,
the Legislature.
We have a superb line of Artist
ferring on the face to the contract he makes.
and the plates were gotten in readiness
It is not always a sign that a swindle is at Proof Etchings, eize 14x28, on plate pa
I P in Canada tho other night the for printing. The first bonds issued un
tempted when a negotiable note is demand per, reraarqued and signed. The work
of leading American and European
< 'anucks roundly hissed the American der the Cleveland administration were
ed; but in regard to dealing with strangers artists. No finer Etchings made—forty
tlag that was displayed in tire operatic J printed on these plates? Of course this
it
may
safely
be
said
that
you
will
win
nine
subjects. Retail price from $1.00 to
In the Senate last Friday, in discus
production of 1492.
engraving and preparation for issuing
times where you will lose ouceby refusing $5.00. Also Steel Engravings, (reprints)
sing a resolution providing for the ap to deal with them or their agents at all.”
bonds were all done with Harrison’s
16x20, forty subjects. Retail price from
Ex-President Harrison has -an
pointment of a committee to investigate
$1.00 to $5.00. To introduce these rare
knowledge and consent, but at last he
nounced that he is engaged to Mrs.
the compensation of Cuyahoga county
All Over the State.
works of art, we will mail a copy of
countermanded what had teen done in
Dinunick, arid that the marriage will
either on receipt of 25 cents, or a copy
officials, Senator Avery, Republican, of
the matter and stopped the proposed is
Bowling Green is arresting gamblers. of each for 40 cents. Money returned
take place after Lent.
Cleveland, stated that "last year in
sue. His motive was purely political,
In Urbana a club is named "Grunt- if not suited. We want Lady and Gen
Cuyahoga county more than one candi
tlemen agents, to whom the 111031 lib
At Huntington, Indiana, Mrs. Sarah the object being to avoid all responsibil date spent as high as $15,000 to secure ers.”
eral arrangements are offered.
F. Dick has been elected Cashier of the ity and cast all the odium that might be the Republican nomination.” Such an
Smallpox is prevalent at Jordansville,
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Graham-Atkin Co.,
Firt-t National Bank. She is the only attached to a bond issue on the incom admission by a leading Republican a suburb of East Liverpool, O.
Davton, Ohio.
ing
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administration.
Harri

woman bank cashier in the country.
A boy preacher in knickerbockers at
should be an eye-opener to the people.
son left the load for Cleveland to carry.
Springfield is spiritualizing many.
Washington dispatches confidently Even the payment of appropriations If Republican corrupt politics means
The Ohio Society of Civil Engineers
declare that Congress, admonished by was held back until after Cleveland the spending of $15,000 each by several
the hold up of the Tariff bill, will de came into office. Four years previous candidates in one county in Ohio, how will meet at Dayton Feb. 25 and 26.
The abandonment and drainage of
cline to admit any more States to the Mr. Cleveland had left Harrison an much will it figure up ail over the state?
the reservoir is being agitated at Celina.
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Union whereby the free coinage repre-. I overflowing treasury with a big gold re- The thought is appalling. The resolution
Samuel Saltzgaber, of Van Wert, cel
to investigate Republican methods in
sentation in the Senate would be in-1 3erve and $1C0,000,000 pf a eurpius
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Miss Locise Montnei.i.er, about sixty should go farther. There are other
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could
thinks that the time has come to sit years old, quiet, unassuming and a model |
donates
meat to the poor of that city Alaska Cream.
down upon it.
of general propriety, has been postmist be throw’n with public benefit, and not once a week.
Benjoin Jelly.
ress at Georgetown, Indiana, fifteen the least of which is Knox county.
At Akron a dog accidentally locked Camphor Ice.
Mr. J. Q. Cannon, of Utah, political
years. Complaints began to be made
Benjamin F. Ford has sued ex-Sena over night in public library destroyed Witch Hazel Jelly.
head of the Mormon Church, has come
several years ago of numerous failures tor George Iden, at Newark, to recover $100 worth of fumitnre.
out as a convert to Republicanism as a
to get letters and papers expected. As $110. Iden is a Republican, and repre
D. D. Marshal, of New York, a noted
preliminary to hie candidacy for a seat
the complaints gradually grew louder sented the Licking-Muskingum district confidence man and forger, has been
in the United States Senate; and a party
and more frequent, at last they were in the last General Assembly. He arrested at Youngstown.
which was willing to enter upon morgan
Miss Ella Robinson, of Springfield,
heard at the Post-Office Department, secured the appointment of Ford as
atic relations with the Populists for
and Post-Office Inspector Fletcher was doorkeeper of the Senate, and Ford while returning from revival services,
the sake of power cannot well refuse
sent to make an investigation. He Bays he paid him all over $15 a week, dropped dead on the streets.
the hand of fellowship to its new recruit
Burglars blew open a safe in the postfound whole wagon loads of mail in the the amount so paid aggregating $110.
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from Mormondon.
office at Girard,Tuesday night, and stole
little house which was MissMontneller’s
The track has been cleared by all a small sum of money and stamps.
The National Democratic Convention, home and the home of the United
A young man by the name of Rollo
candidates
withdrawing, and Charley
which meets at Chicago, will hold its States Postoffice. In one room mail
Patterson, of Fremont, is under arrest
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matter
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Newssessions in the Coliseum, a new building
for making and selling counterfeit
succeed
Burgess
McElroy,
of
this
city
money.
now in process of erection, intended for pipers and circulars covered the floor
Kurtz disclaims being an applicant, but
exposition purposes. It occupies the site of to the depth of three or four feet.
The necessary franchises having been
The Inspector called in some of the very considerately’ agrees to accept the granted and contracts let, an electric
tho Wild West show during the Coluni
bian Exposition—that is, between the citizens, and they began the work of office, and the $8,000 per year salary railway will be extended from New
Philadelphia to Urichsville, at once.
city and the World’s Fair grounds. The cleaning out the ancient heaps. Forty- that goes with it.
E. Keene and Margaret Smithers, of
’PHONE 185.
mammoth structure will have a seating one hand-cart loads were hauled out
The Monroe Doctrine Resolutions.
West Virginia, were married at Gal
capacity of 20,000, and will be com and tumbled upon a vacant lot in the
The full text of the preamble and lipolis, O., about one minute before tel
pleted about the middle of April.
village. Much of the stuff, the inspec resolution, as repoited to the United egrams came designed to prevent the
tor said, was six or seven years old. Be States Senate by the Committee on ceremony.
The Republican Senator Seweli, ot sides this, there were seventeen un
Marshville is the last town in Wayne
Foreign Affairs, last Monday, is as fol
New Jersey, has introduced a resolution opened sacks of mail from one to seven
connty to go "dry.” This occurred iii a
lows:
declaring that the President’s message years old. They had been deposited in
peculiar manner. The two liquor deal
Resolved by the Senate, the House of ers closed voluntarily, after paying
affirming the Monroe doctrine goes too closets and in every conceivable private Representativesconcunring,
That, where heavy fines.
far. That is precisely what the English receptacle about the house. The in as President Monroe, in nis message to
A dispatch from Lima says that Henry
government, as represented by the Sal spector found 3,000 letters. There were Congress of December 2, Anno Domini
M. Seney of the circuit bench will re
isbury ministry, sajs. The President 150 for one man. So far as is yet 1823, deemed it proper to assert as a sign
next month to go to New York
s:ni^**^sks for arbitration, or that known there is no evidence of theft, as principle in which the rights and in City. There are several active appli
terests of the United States are involved
Venezuela and Great Britain shall set all letters found were unopened.
that the American Continents by the cant6 for the position.
tle the matter for themselves. That
free ard independent condition which
John W. Meyers, of Canton, who was
The Massillon correspondent of the they have assumed and maintained, deputy treasurer when a shortage of
doesn’t seem to be going too far, if the
were
thenceforth
not
to
be
considered
$18,000 was discovered, has been in
Monroe doctrine is anything but bluster, Columbus Dispatch writes that "war has
as subjects for future colonization by dicted by the grand jury. The indict
be abandoned on the first show of been declared upon the increasing use any European power.
ment contains 148 counts.
of shoddy, and it will be carrifd into
opposition.
Whereas, President Monroe further
the Ohio Legislature by farmers and declared in that message that the Uni
B. F. Burchard, a real estate dealer
The disbandment of the syndicate of wool growers, who think that it is just ted States would consider any attempt at Canton, who has been accused of |
bankers who had made preparations for as important to prevent the adultera by the allied Powers of Europe to ex swindling several people in real estate
supplying the Treasury with gold to the tion of clothing as the adulteration of tend their system to any portion of this deals recently, is now charged with
hemisphere as dangerous to our peace forging a number of checks on the First
extent of $200,OC9,000 may be taken as tood. It is manifestly impossible to get and safety; that with the existing colo National Bank.
an assurance that the $100,000,000 of at the manufacturers, but it is not at all nies and dependencies of any European
Bryan, assistant librarian at
bonds to be issued by the Government so to reach the dealers. It is proposed power we have not interfered and should thoLeander
National Military home, is one of
not
interfere;
but
that
with
the
Govern

will be fully subscribed for. The only to require the latter, by law, to certify
ments who have declared their inde the 54 heirs to the famous Pegg estate
disquieting feature of the transaction is with every sale, the exact percentage of pendence and maintained it, whose in of Philadelphia, aggregating $60,000,the uncertainty as to the amount of gold wool, cotton, shoddy and silk entering dependence we have on great consider 000. His brother, Dr. A. S. Bryan, of
which will be withdrawn from the into the material sold, and to provide a ation and on just principles acknowl Cincinnati, is another heir.
The Farmers’ National Bank, of
Treasury by bond purchasers. The penally for every violation. To carry edged, we could not view any interpo
sition for the purpose of oppressing Portsmouth, was closed by order of the
operation is to likely lead to temporary out these ideas there would have to he them
or controlling in any otner man comptroller of the currency. The cause
stringency in the money market, owing created a State department like that of ner their destiny by any European was the impossibility of realizing upon
to heavy curtailment of loans.
This is Your oppor
the food and dairy commission. If the power in any other light than as the assets in time to meet demands. De
manifestation of an unfriendly disposi positors will be paid in full.
co-operation
of
the
General
Assembly
tion toward the United States: and
The editor of the Columbus Press
Joseph Keenan, a young man of East
We mus
brushes away the cobwebs of the recent can be secured Ohio will have been the further reiterated in that message that it Liverpool, who has been drinking tunity.
is impossible that the allied Powers very heavily of late, took a quantity of
first
State
in
the
Union
to
take
an
effec

past and indulges in the following ret
should extend their political system to
rospect: "Near the close of the nine tive stand against the sale of shoddy any portion of either continent without carbolic acid, and the dose almost stand the
Loss. We
woolens.
”
endangering our peace and happiness; proved fatal. It is not known whether
teenth century a prominent man spent
he
took
it
intentionally
or
not.
and,
a week in the capital city of a great
In Gov. McKinley’s last message, and
to Close
Whereas, The doctrine and policy so
A party of laborers unloading a car are bound
State soliciting the aid of Democratic as in Gov. Bushnell’s first message, to the proclaimed
by President Monroe have of tanbark in the C., P. V. yards at
well as Republican politicians in order General Assembly, the statement
since been repeatedly asserted by the Portsmouth found the cargo was largely
all out. Come
to prevent the indictment of a boss made that the appropriations asked for United States by Executive declaration, made up of snakes. They killed a half them
and
action
upon
occasions
and
exigen

score
of
big
black
snakes,
several
rattlers
politician. He and they were success and needed to carry on the affairs of the
similar to the particular occasion and a number of smaller reptiles.
ful. In one year thereafter this promi State are in excess of the resources by cies
in and see our Stosk
and exigency which caused them to be
All the preachers in Findlay publicly
nent man was elected to the L’nited $1,344,182.95. During the campaign first announced, and have been ever
requested the people of that town to
States Senate. The days of Washing last Fall Gov. Campbell made the same since their promulgation, and now are stay
away from Bob Ingersoll’s lecture and Prices.
the rightful policy of the United States
ton and Jefferson have passed.”
at the Opera house Saturday evening,
statement on the hustings, and was de Therefor be it •
as a result the house was packed
Reeolved, That the United States of and
The Rome correspondent of the Lon nounced by every Republican orator
to the doors. Fully 2,000 people were
America
reaffirms
and
confirms
the
doc

from
McKinley
on
down
as
a
doubledon Chronicle says that the Osservatore
trines and principles promulgated by present.
Romano, the official Vatican organ barreled liar, and every jumping-jack President Monroe in his message of
The longest electric road in the coun SOME VERY FIVE
confirms the report published by the Republican paper took up the refrain December 2, 1823, and declares that it try is to be constructed between Defi ASTKACHAV CAPES.
Chronicle that the Pope had instructed It dnly took two months, or the first will assert and maintain that doctrine ance and Fort Wayne. The route con
Reduced from $37.50
Cardinal Satolli to offer President Cleve opportunity after the election, tor Re and those principles, and will regard templated will include the towns of
any infringement thereof, and particu Bryan, Williams, Farmer Center Hicks
land the good offices of the Pope in publican authority, in an official capac larly any attempt by any European ville and Maysville. The road will be
to $27.50.
settling the Venezuela dispute, and had ity, to substantiate Gov. Campbell’s Power to take or acquire any new torri sixty miles long and will be built at a
WOOL SEAL CAPES,
also instructed Cardinal Vaughn t< statement, and to place the lie where it tory on the American continents or any cost of $700,000.
make the same approach to the Eng properly belongs—with the Republi islands adjacent thereto for any right of
While
driving
home
from
Newton
Reduced from $28 and
sovereignty or dominion in the same, Falls in a buggy, Miss Ethel Butts, of
lish government. The correspondent cans.
in any case or instance as to which the Warren, was attacked by two men.
$30
to $20 and $22.
suggests that England would do well to
United States shall deem such attempt
M
r. Hinsdale, of Medina county, to be dangerous to its peace or safety by One of them grabbed the horse by the
accept the offer, the Pope being
head, and the other climbed into the FUSE SEAL CAPE
natural arbiter of international con- introduced a bill in the House, which is or through force, purchase, cession, oc buggy. Miss Butts screamed, and the
cupation, pledge, colonization, protecto horse, becoming frightened, made a
intended
as
a
measure
to
stop
cider
Reduced from $25 to
flicts.
or by control of the easement in
joints in townships where local option rate
leap and started to run. This
canal or any other means of transit desperate
$18.50.
■ Should the Republicans elect two prevails. It amends section 0942 so as across the American Isthmus, whether foiled the villains and they quickly dis
appeared.
Houses of Representatives in succession to include places where native wines on unfounded pretension of right in
The Above are all Long,
After fasting 21 days, Mrs. Isaac Gep
it would be a rare phenomenon in the and cider are sold and make them sub cases of alleged boundary disputes, or
Elegant Capes.
under
other
unfounded
pretensions,
as
hart,
residing
at
Carlisle,
a
small
vil

recent history of their party. Since ject to the same regulations as apply to
the manifestation of an unfriendly dispo lage of Butler county, died bn Monday*
1872 they have secured a majority in saloons. Under this section they’ can sition toward the United States, and as A few months ago she read a book on
only three Houses—namely, in 1880, in be declared common nuisances and an interposition which it would he im Christian Science, and ever since she.
188G and in 1894. They were turned abated. It is claimed by the advocates possible in any form for the United gave evidence of her mind being un
We also have some short
balanced. She would fast for a number
out in 1884 because of their tariff of of the measure that in all sections of States to regard with indifference.
of days for the purpose, as she express Fur Capes that were $6 to
1883 in the Keifer Congress: they were the State where local option prevails
ed it, of “purifying” herself for the $10. Will close at $2.50.
General Ewing killed.
turned out in 1892 on account of their cider joints have started up and do
Gen. Thomas Ewing, ex-member of “glory world above.”
McKinley tariff; and who ehall say that about as much evil as the open saloon
George Washington,Green, a tramp,
Congress from Ohio, died in New York
Cloth Jackets and Capes
they are not preparing for a like fate in formerly did. The penalty prescribed City, Tuesday.
23 years old, made love to Margaret
Howard, a wealthy aged spinster of must go with no reference
1890, with this new tariff menace as
in the Hinsdale bill is a fine of from
General Ewing’s death was the result New Moorefield, a year ago and they to cost.
warning to the people of what may be $40 to $100 and imprisonment, or both.
of injuries received accidentally Mon were married. Since then Green has
expected from another Republican suc
day. He.had left his home intending to been trying to get the old lady’s money
Word comes by way of Albany and go down town by the Elevated road. As and filed a petition in probate court that
cess?
his wife be tried for lunacy. The trial
the New York Times that Mr. Reed had
We are still under the Wilson tariff been expecting to eventually fall heir to he reached Third avenue a cable car came off Monday and it just took a half
passed
and
he
stepptd
directly
behind
an hour to establish the fact that Mrs.
and yet the Boston Transcript, a leading the New York vote in the Republican
was in her right mind and that
Republican and protectionist newspaper National Convention, and that "Mr. it, not noticing that one from the oppo Green
her tramp husband was working a
rises to remark: “It is pleasant reading Platt is said to have declared that he site direction was right upon him. The cruel scheme to get her out of the road
for the close of the year that the divi might as well give up all hope, as the corner of the car struck him and threw so he could get ner money. She ts 80
dends paid by Fall River mills in 1895 delegation would vote for Morton until a him back several yards. He landed yea re old.
John Mendenhall, conductor on the
are on an average larger than for many nomination shall have been made.” on his head. The General was carried
Ohio Southern railroad, was assaulted
years. The percentage is 8.09 on a 8uch an ultimatum, if given in good home.
General Ewing, who was a member and robbed by three highwaymen Sat
. capitalization of $21,268,000. In 1892 faith, would sufficiently explain the se
of
the law firm of Ewing, Whitman & urday night. They pounded him al
fhe average dividends were 7.30 per date mood in which the Speaker has
The People’s Dry Goods Store.
most to death and then took a pocket
cent., but this last year the dividends recently fallen—and which lias enabled Ewing, of New York, was born in Lan book, containing a check for $550 on
exceed that sum.” Take with that the him to keep his pledge, made early in caster, Ohio, in 1829. He was admitted the First National bank, of Jackson, O., YOU CAN’T GET ANY BETTER
other fact that the production of pig the session, to refrain from further bril to the bar m Cincinnati in 1850 and a certificate of deposit for $100 on the
Weekly Paper tliau ihe
Springfield, O., Savings bank and $60 in
iron during the year, and pig iron is liant outbursts of wit and humor that went to Kansas during the free soil cash. The police found Mendenhall
struggle.
When
the
state
of
Kansas
the basis of the metal industries, beats were wont to set the country in a roar
unconscious on the sidewalk and he
was admitted to the Union he was ap was taken to the station house where
the record and was the largest in the of merriment.
pointed Chief Justice, but resigned to bis wounds were dressed. He is in a
history of the American iron trade.
enter the Union army in the civil war, serious condition ftnd may not recover.
Colorado in 1S95 produced more
Which is keeping abreast of the times in every
as
Colonel of the Eleventh regiment of
The fight going on at Bollefontaine, respect as it lias done for 55 ytars past. Its
Foraker’s speech after being elected gold than silver. In 1894 the output of
many
features make it thte best of family papers.
between
the
white
and
colored
people
Kansas. He rose to the rank of Briga
United States Senator, was notably sen gold in the state was $11,235,500 and of
as regards the mixing of their children
$1.00 Per Year.
dier
General
and
afterward
was
breveted
sational in some particulars. This was silver $14,721,750. In 1895 the output
in the public school still waxes warm.
Major General and had command of The colored people are indignant and
ilv p
$5 00
especially" true in his bold proclamation of gold was $17,340,495 and of silver $14,. 2 00
Sunday Plain Dealer,
the Department of the Missouri.
demand
that
their
children
be
allowed
in favor of bimetallism, in which he got 259,049. There are some striking fi
He went to Washington in 1866 as the to go to the white school, claiming the
The Evening Edition of the Plaiu
right onto the Democratic platform. gures given of the world’s product of
Dealer now calltd
assistant of ex-Secretary of the Interior right the law gives them. Several peti
tions have been largely signed by the
For his clear enunciation of a Demo- gold last year. The United States leads
Browning.
He
returned
back
to
Ohio
white people and presented to the
rratic principle, ho was vigorouly ap all nations, with $44,870,000. South
in 1870 and entered politics. He was a school board protesting against such THE EVENiNG POST,
nlauileJ 1>J the Democratic members of Africa comes next with $44,750,000. and
member of congress from 1877 to 1881, proceedings. A number of families
($3.00 Per Year.)
1,0 General Assembly. Another sensa then Australia with $44,000,000. The and in 1879 ran for Governor on the De have taken their children from school
and the matter is growing rather seri
25 Cents Per Month.
tional feature of Foraker’s speech was uniformity of product in these three
mocratic ticket, but was defeated. In ous. What the outcome of the fight
. "e onnssionby him of any meat,on of sources of supply is remarkable. The
By Mail, postage prepaid, gives yon
1881 he went to New York to practice will be no one seems to know.
total
gain
over
1894
is
set
down
at
about
.. .k-iuley’e name in connection with
ALL THE NEWS for less than ONE
law. For many years he was president
Mt Km .
ignoring thrust that >25,000,000.
CENT per day.
I
n
1894
the
Ohio
penitentiary
was
of
the
Ohio
society
there.
He
was
at
the I,resld®"nceable,gand brought forth
The Populist National Convention one time counsel to the building depart short $9,000 of earning its expenses, and
>asf*Sample8 of any edition sent free
was very not.
wftS especially
general COtnn
•McKiniey> who was has been called to meet at St. Louis on ment, which position he resigned on last year it was $56,000 short of the s ime on application.
noticeable "he
responded and the 22d of July, two weeks after the Jaa. 1 last.
thing. Why do not the Republican
Address all orders to THE PLAIN
called up for*l a thick coat of taffy on Democratic convention, and five weeks
General Ewing has five children, all organs have something to eay of that DEALER, comer Bank and Frankfort i
gushingly spread aimc
peop|e
grown. Mrs. Ewing is still living.
deficit?
Streets, Clevelend, Ohio.
I
! after the Republican convention.
tr^Mc^ie^nrrrteident-nit
FRANK HAUFKR.

S3OO.OO SClIOLAKSllIPS.
In memory of the late Lawrence Rust, LL. I)., one of the founders of Har
court Place Seminary, ten scholarships of $300.00 each have been founded. It
is desired to bestow them upon earnest and refined girls of good family who may
be unable to pay the full charges.

Each scholarship will be renewed annually until the course of the recipient
is completed, provided she proves in every way worthy of it.
Correspondence is cordially invited from the friends of the institution who
are interested in extending its usefulness, and from prospective pupils who would
appreciate the superior advantages of a school of the highest grade.
Address,
II. N. HILLS, A. M.
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SILKS,
TABLE LINEN,
WHITE GOODS,
WASH GOODS,
LACE CURTAINS,
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
Commencing

Furnishers,
Will Continue Their 15
Cent.

to

20

Per

CASH DISCOUNT SALE
Duriug the Mouth of January.
Now Im Your Time to get KargaiuN.

No. ll^South Main St.

Mt. Vernon, O.

For Your Cold Feet Try a

HOT WATER BOTTLE

Wonderful Reductions!

Harry M.Green’s
Drug Store.

: COST NOT CONSIDERED.
STOCK MUST RE SOLD.
CASH ONLY.
NO GOODS CHARGED.
NO GOODS ON APPROVAL.
STORE FOR RENT,
FIXTURES FOR SALE.
NllltllllllllllinillllUIIIIM

I

DUNN & CO.

|

AND

Call attention to their Bargains in DR\’ GOODS,

I

I

MUST NOW BE
CLOSED OUT.

tail

Cleveland Weekly
+
+ + Plain Dealer

CLOAKS, WRAPPERS, RAIN GARMENTS
E: and DRESS GOODS this week. You will save

Marvelous
Reductions

money by coming to this sale.

I

Everything goes.

TABLE LINENS,
A few Bargains.
net cost,

3

1

Turkey Red Table Linens at
IIIIIIUlilltlllHIIIIMIIIUIUII

Ou all Our Men’s and Bojn’

UNDERWEAR

OVERCOATS!

The best Muslin Underwear in
Knox county.
Everything goes. 3
Cost not considered. Bargains in 3
Ribbons,
Pins, Needles, Braids, No- 3
’ 7
tions, Tapes, Laces, Handkerchiefs.
Come now.

We have too many on hand. These Overcoats are all Tailor
made, best of material, and all this season’s styles. We mention no
prices. You must come and see the grandest values ever offered
You will buy. We offer the best and greatest bargains in

UNDERWEAR
IN THE CITY.

Only reliable Goods.

DUO 4 CO.,

Call before sizes are

all broken.
In Glovest Mackintoshes, Mufflers, Cotton
and Wool Night Robes, Hosiery, Caps, Mitts,
Leggins, it takes very little money to buy.
STADLER,

tOOPER

II I.OCK,

3

£

UUIUU ilUlhlUlUiUU £3 UUlUUUUlUOiOiUR

One-Price Clothier, Hatter and
Furnisher.

HERE'S AN OFFER THAT INTERESTS YOU!
The DEMOCRATIC BANNER has purchased the exclusive right for Knox County to “Ohio
Farm Laws and Legal Forms,” and the book cannot be obtained anywhere in Knox County except
through this paper.

Fa r 111
Daws

of

Ohio

Free!

3

The Ohio Farm Laws au«l I.cgul Eorius is a book for the Farmer, Landlord, Tenant, Laborer,
Mechanic, and Village Business Man. It contains the law on all the important subjects as related tv the farm and
its kindred industries
The following are some of its important chapters: Animals, chattel mortgages, contracts, descent and distribu
tion of property, dower, drainage laws, fence laws, game laws, grist mills, grain warehouses, husband aud wife, home
stead and other exemptions, landlord and tenant, mechanic’s lien, offenses against property, principal and surety,
tresspass, wills, work and labor, compulsory education of children, and the last chapter contains all kinds of legal
forms, contracts, notes, guarantees, indorsements, etc.
The hook is not one of mere comments and suggestions, but It contains the I.aw as it stands on the
Statute* of Ohio to-day. All the repeals are stricken out and all the amendments added. Supreme Court
decisions are given freely, thus giving every man who possesses this valuable book the opportunity of knowing what
the law is, an 1 what his rights are under the law. The chapter on Landlord and Tenant is worth $10 to any man.
It is correct, and gives the laws so plain that it cannot be misunderstood. The other chapters are equally valuable.
The Book contains 236 pages, is printed in large, eas)-reading type, aud is beautifully bound in fine, winecolored cloth.
No young man can afford to do without. Every father needs it for himself and his sons. It is as necessary to
the education of a boy as his Arithmetic and History.

This Valuable Booh is a Present to You.
We present this book to our subscribers without extra charge upon payment in advance for a
year’s subscription to this paper. The book has been retailing for $1.00. It will not be on sale
anywhere in the County.

If you wish the book you need not wait until your subscription expires. Bring in $1.50 and we
will give you proper credit and present you the book immediately.
If you are not a subscriber, and wish the book bring us in your name and $1.50, and we will
send you our paper one year and give you the book.

THE DEMOCRATIC BANNER,

niTimriTWi -BinajywniTtiiTTiiwwM

banner*

I

In the Early Life of Ex-Licutenant
Governor Wellter, Portrayed.

POLITICAL POTPOURRI.

AT BRINK HAVEN
Will the Next Session of Knox Coun
ty Teachers be Held.

ORPHANS

HORSE GOES MAD

Near Sunbury, Roams Wild Over

THE WEEK IN SOCIETY.

RECENT DEATHS.

Awarded
Highest Honors—World’s Fair
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New Catsup,
She was violtnt to others.
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— The farmers of Delaware county have of the time was to brush back into the two years in the history of the city. Burg
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Warner W. Miller’s.
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against horse thievesory wood. The chimney was made of clav two years, if they chose to exercise their
against Morris Trimmer et al., to reform a Elected New Members, and Adopted
If you are prejudiced again., Baker’s
High street.
good selection to show you. Stop and
— The village of Bellville was visited by and sticks built on the outside of the cabin. unlawful occupation, and the recent in
record and make it conform to the facts and
Bread, buy “Taylor’6 Best” flour and
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Mr G. W. Beckley, of Cambridge, Iowa, see, at Arnold’s.
burglars Saturday night They entered a The benches were logs split, with the flat stance of four burglaries and safe blowings
bake your own bread. The Northwest
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— All old and new subscribers of the school, and that during December, January lives of citizens are at the mercy of the des
mourned as dead. The story of their tate. That in making the division the
Bamnxr who pay one year in advance are and February, the only montba in which perate and villainous nocturnal marauders.
The annual Agricultural State Conven guest of his daughter, Mrs. Hartupee, W.
It costa nothing to uae Chappelear’s
separation,
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kind ever compiled for farmers—the Fa:m ful and conscientious in the performance of the question saw that the extremes to
five new members and adopted resolutions.
used as directed.
East should represent the North.
Friday.
Laws of Ohio.
The new members admitted to membership tion in the draughting department of the
A consignment of
his trusts and continues to enjoy the good which the Mayor was going, promised ruin
Christopher C. Young, proprietor of the
ASSIGNMENT.
— The esse against Wm Jones, charged
to a number of business interests in this
were Joseph D. Robinson, of Seneca county; C. & G. Cooper Co.
Do you use Saltf and if you do, buy
ill of all wlioknow him.”
Oysters,
Selects and
Miss Dora Ensminf er has returned from the beat No. 1 Fine Salt, $1.00 per bar
David Workman, a farmer of Brown G. Liggett, of Union; Hon. L. G. Ely, of
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Standards
township, made an assignment Monday Fulton; Harry S. Grimes, of 8cioto, and an extended visit with friends in Indian rel, at Warner W. Miller’s.
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Rufus Kingsbary, was postponed in Msy>
apolis and Chicagoor’s court from Wednesday to Thursday
The Banner views the scene with utter in all this wide world, and never so much afternoon to Clinton M. Rice. The assign Albert Hale, of Summit.
Prepare for colds. Chappelear’s
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Mias Nora Mulhane, sister of Father
complacency. Its review of the situation as dreamed that he had a sister, who had ed property consists of 57.22 acres of land.
morning.
The report of the Treasurer of the board,
Broncliini is the best medicine for Throat
Mr. Rice gave bond in the sum of $5,000 Hon. F. A. Derthick, showed that tbe total Mulhane, is quite ill at her brother's home and Lung disease.
shall be impartial and just, yet complete been searching for him for years.
— The delegates chosen from this city to
Mr. Young's father died when he was with J. C. Burris and Channing F. Rice as receipts 6f the State Agricultural Depart on E- Chestnut street.
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Endly, W. H. Pyle, Silas Parr, A. R. Sipe
total disbursements $67,294,48, and tbe bal evening at tea, in honor of Misses Clark and Canned Vegetables, Fruits, Ac., at
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McClelland, of Utica.
and E E Jacobs.
ou, MacDuff, and damn'd be he that first
Warner W. Miller’s.
The second half of the Dow tax was all ance on band $3,523.33.
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At their then tender ages they were separat
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cries, ‘Hold, enough!’ "
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Laws of Ohio is going like hot cakes. Come
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Of this the state receives $504.19, the city the following, which was adopted:
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Mr. Dan. Cooper, in Alabama.
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died last week from the effects of an injury
purchasing committee for furnishing all
to do this their forces must be concentrated estate, but who died of consumption a year
sustained by a fall received while returning
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supplies or the state institutions. We also Cooper, Critchfield and Ewing were in Col" yourselves. The Northwestern Ele
tice.
Among the candidates spoken of might later. He then mourned all his relatives as
vator A Mill Co.
home from Chesterville, where the County
Wm. Navis hss brought foreclosure pro recommend that the Couoty Commissioners ambus on legal business, Wednesday.
Another story floated into town Tuesday be mentioned, Mayor Colville, C. F. Eos* dead.
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every
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of another attempt to rob Jesse McGugin.
Picture Frames made to order at
Last Friday he was greatly surprised and Suit is brought on notes and mortgages. plies for the different offices in their re fully entertained a few of her friend* at
— Are you a subscriber of the Banker? They are becoming eo frequent recently os minger, ths genial landlord at the Curtis
COPPER & BROWN,
home ou E. Gambier street, Tuesday even Frank L. Beam’s.
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2. From information by tbe press we ing.
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There is a pleasant rumor that a young
year in advance aad we will give you a copy of some kind.
By buying now you can save 10 to 15c Telephone 237—Free Delivery.
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Raison et al., action for money. He claims this question and that of taxation there month.
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violating the saloon ordinance, fifteen wit whom he lives, came to town Monday They all, like Barkis, seemed willin’, bu- distance from the city, where their relation $352 with interest from August 8, 1895 at 8 will be no changes that will increase the
E. O. Arnold.
Editor E- B. Lewis, of the Fredericktown and a big selection.
afternoon.
Phillips
came
at
McGugin's
wers loth to say soship as brother and sister was at once es per cent.
nesses were examined. None of them gave
burden to the agriculturist; but have the Free Press, stopped in tbe city, Tuesday, on
Col Hunt has perhaps decided to be a tablished beyond cavil.
Wall Paper and Window Shades are A necessity for all LADIES
any convicting evidence aud Weaver was request- On account of the recent attempts
farmer, manufacturer and all other inter his way to tbe Anti-Saloon Convention at
to
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old
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has
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a
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but
has
not
made
the
matter
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NOTEincluded
in the Clearing Sale at Frank
Mrs- Flecknoe, after the death of their
discharged.
Columbus.
ests bear equal and just taxation.
L. Beam’s.
J. M. Hastings has brought suit against
mother, had been given into the family of
— The Catholic Total Abstinence Union, thorough coward and absolutely refuses to public.
And some
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Evans,
U.
8.
Express
agent
at
3. In view of the large and constantly
Mr Eusmingsr felt that he would be a aged people, without children, who at their the Cooper-Roberts Co. for money on a increasing use of shoddy and other fraudu Mt. Vernon, spent 8unday in the city with
GENTLEMEN.
of this city, elected officers Sunday as fol- go anywhere unless accompanied by a
For all fine pastry baking, Taylor’s
lowa: Wm. D. Carter, President; John Me- friend. He refuses to visit tha farm alone, candidate provided not too many men death, left her their farm, on which she and promissory note He claims $220.88 with lent substitute* in the manufacture of yarns his father, William Evans, the undertaker, Diadem Patent is the Flour to use. The
For the Lacies to curl their Hair; for
Northwe8tem Elevator A Mill Co.
Crystal, Vice President; Paul Brent, Secre where all his possessions are, and even then known to be liberal in their views, were her family now reside. She has been interest from Dec- 24, 1895.
and fabrics; of the injustice this im —Newark Tribune.
Gentlemen for their Moustache and
searching for her brother for a number of
tary; James W. Logston, Treasurer; Lewis compels his companion to precede him also candidates.
poses upon innocent purchaser* and the de
The Married People's Whist Club was
CIVIL ACTIONSWhen^ltbey arrived at McGugin's home
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That will interest every reader of this
— Newark Advocate: Sheriff Chilcote Monday evening, they unhitched and Mc and ex-Mayor Brown stated positively that
million
pounds
of
wool
has
upon
the
wool
Cooper, Monday evening, at his home on japer. At Frank L. Beam’s,commencing You can not afford to be without them.
will and testament of Elisha Rosa, against
Monday morning received a summons from Gugin run the buggy in the barn while Phil they weie not candidates.
EDUCATORS
Hosmer C. Biggs et al. Action ia brought growing industry, we urge upon the Legis- Gambier street. East.
Monday, Sept. 2, to make room for
When the reporter visited Mr Trick, he
The price is
the Knox County Common Pleas Court, for lips weDt into the yard to feed some stock*
to quiet title to land in Brown township.
ature at its present session the passage of
Miss Mary L. Boyie, of East Pleasant Holiday Goods, I will close out at a
While
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the
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Interested
in
a
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found
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others*
service on Louis B. Reed and Nellie M.
a
law
requiring
all
goods
purporting
to
be
very
low
price,
Staple
and
Fancy
China,
street, entertained Wednesday evening.
ing School Examiners.
APPEAL.
5 Cents.
Reed, notifying them that a suit had been masked men slid down from the hay loft extremely stiy on the question. When
Glassware, Lamps and Wall Paper.
of wool to be labeled by the manufacturer
James W. Davia, guardian of Harriet with the kind of material and the per cent, Music and games and refreshments furnish Come at once if you want a share of
Prof W. C Miller, of Lima, Ohio, who
commenced against them by William Norris. aud covered him with shot guns. By the pressed about his candidacy, said it was too
ed
a
delightful
evening.
Then we have the Travelers’ Hair Curl
— Never in the history of Millersburg time he was securely tied Phillips bad re early. The reporter suggested something succeeded Prof. John Hancock as State Dayia, has appealed an action from the of each employed in such manufacture, and
Mr. Al West entertained his friends at the bargains.
er, 10 cents, and the French Curler,
has there been such an epidemic of measles turned and be, too, was treated similarly. about the early bird and the worm, but he School Commissioner, at the death of the Probate Court.wherein the exception* to the to be subject to an inspeotor appointed by whist Monday evening at his home on E.
25 cents.
as now. No. 4 school room has only a score Both captives were then taken to the house replied that there was no need of there be latter, is in Columbus • n a legislative mis. account of Elmira C. Adams, adminstrator the state.
BIG CIT AT RIXGWALT’S.
Lamartine street. Paul GOx and Charles
out of 60 attending school and other rooms and tied to chairs and searched. They ing a worm. He state!, however, that in a aion that will interest educational circles of Allison Adams, were overruled.
4.
We
believe
that
prosperous
times
will
At
the
Fredericks
won
the
prize*.
nearly as bad. There are at least 100 cases secured twenty dollars from Phillips and voting contest at Parker A Schebley’s shoe throughout the state. Representative Al
never be enjoyed by our people until tha
PRODATB COURT MATTER8.
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Ewing, of East
Commencing
next
Mon

about
forty
from
McGugin.
Leaving
them
store he had received 7 votes. Mayor Col drich, of Sandusky county, has prepared a
of it there. There have been no deaths, but
PALACE PHARMACY,
A commission has been issued to Wm. present uncertainty in the relation to the Hight street, entertained Friday evening day, January 27th, and last
bound to the chairs, they searched the ville 8, Mr. Ensminger4 and Col. Huut 1. bill regulating the qualifications of County
some are very sick.
L. McElroy to take the testimony of John future policy of the Government on great with a musicals, and during tbe evening
house, but finding nothing, withdrew.
School
Examiners
He felt encouraged by this and will in all
ing one week, there will be
— On January 28 the Baltimore A Ohio
Montis in the will of Sarah S. McClelland. economic questions is definitely settled and dainty refreshments were served.
The persistent regularity with which
Ths bill is suggested by the State Teach
Railroad will sell excursion tickets to these alleged attempts occur lends a peculiar probability have his lightning rod up.
Columbua Ewalt has been appointed confidence in the stability of legislation is
Mrs. R. C. Curtis gave a beintiful recep a big marked down sale on
Harvey Cassil, known to the boys as ers' Association, and Prof. Miller, who is guardian of Elizabeth A. Campbell, aged 14 restored. Prosperity must commence at the tion at her Home School for Girls on Mantpoints in Virginia on the Harper’s Ferry A phase to the situation- If lawlessness is
Silks, Table Linen, White
East Side Public Square.
Valley Branch, south of and including running riot to the extent these reports "Tad,” has not announced himself yet and one of the leading spirits of that organiza years, giving $10,000 bond with S. R Got- foundation, which is agriculture. Hard field avenue, Thursday afternoon. She was
Winchester, at rate of one fare for the would indicate, it should be stopped. If feels that fome kind of a truce should be tion, is there to urge its passage. The bill shall, C. F. Rice and J. D. Critchfield aa times will follow until the farmer is fairly assisted in receiving by Misses Ellis and Goods, Wash Goods, Lace
Telephone No. 36.
provides that no person shall be appointed sureties.
Curtains, Muslin Under
compensated for his skill and labor on the Mitchell.
round trip, plus $2 00. Tickets will be good there is a conspiracy it should also be stop patched up in the contest.
A party of friends waited upon C. F. as the Examiner who has not had three
for return 30 days from date of sale.
farm.
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Roaasco
have
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a
Mr. and Mrs J. B. Beardslee tendered wear, &c., at
Ringwalt’s
ped.
Brent, the tobacco man, Tuesday evening, years’ experience as a teacher, and that the
We therefore ask of State and National their son, George, a birthday dinner at Mrs.
We have arranged with the manufac
— The saloon keepers in Millersburg in
Meanwhile McGugin is getting enough and attempted to persuade him into being a appointment of the Examiners by the Pro* motion to have an allowanceof $500 set off
Dry
Goods
Store.
This will turers
for the sale of
legislators careful consideration of all law* McComb's, Saturday. The table was beau
in iieu of a homestead.
dicted for keeping saloons open during the free advertising to satisfy even a patent
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his
re
je
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cutW- W. Walkey, W. G. 8app and C. M affecting this great industry; the repeal of tifully decorated. A number of George's
county fair, pleaded guilty before Judge medicine fakir.
fusal to allow his name to go before the proval of the State School Commissioner. Rice, appraisers of the assigned stock of those which bear inequitably upon the young friends were present.
jrice sales that has ever
Nicholas, and were fined $50, and $25 each
The bill also provides that the fees of the Jonathan A. Colopy, have filed theii in farm and the enactment of such as will
public.
Miss McGrew was the hostess of a whist ;aken place in Mt. Vernon,
on two indictments, amounting to $750, in
Officers Installed.
Examiners shall be uniform throughout ventory. Real estate $12,090.
foster and protect this great foundation in party, given in her rooms in the Larimore
ail. A jail sentence of 30 days was susyou are exhausted from care, study
Tuesday evening. Deputy Grand Chan
and should be taken advan- or If
the state.
THE CITT SOLICITORS IP.
R. M. Greer,H. H. Greer anti F. L. Beam, dustry.
hard work. If your cheeks are pale.
flats, Tuesday evening- Those present, in
. pended provided they do not participate in cellor Houck,installed the following officers
Several names have been mentioned in
The sale will last If you are thin in flesh, appetite poor,
5. We earnestly commend to ths'General cluding the hostess, were Mr and Mrs. Roll tane of.
appraisers of J. H. Manion estate, of Pleas
another violation.
of Qundaro lodge No. 315, I. O. O- F. of this connection, namely Will Grant. R MAssembly the above suggestions for such Torrey, Misses Anna liger, Nettie Bunn, only one week.
digestion week, liver torpid, kidneys
D. of P. Ball.
ant
township,have
filed
their
inventory.
— George Horn, road supervisor in dis this city. Noble grand, Alfred Mill; vice Greer, Harry Devin and Wm. If. Thomp
diseased, sour stomach, dyspepsia, con
legislation as may be required to reach the Ella Tilton, Elizabeth Larimore, and Messrs.
The
Daughters
of
Pocahontas
have
all
Mary
A.
Stoyle
has
been
appointed
trict No. 6 in Jackson township, was arrested grand, John C Wood; recording secretary, son. None of the gentlemen have specifi
stipated, or if you have any female
Unparalleled Success.
above results.
Frank Wilson, Justus Smootz, John Coup,
; Friday, by Constable Walters at the request Jethro Mill; permanent secretary, Frank O. cally announced their intentions in the the arrangements about completed for their guardian of Frank and Rollin Stoyle giving
we tell you candidly there is
grand masque ball, to be held January 29. $1,600 bond, with C. C., Wm.and Harry
Among the noted professional men of weakness,
Roll McIntire and C. W. Stevens.
Willis A. Blue, for neglecting and refusing Levering; treasurer, William Welsh; noble matter except, perhaps, Mr. Grant.
nothing you can take that will afford
this
country
who
have
achieved
extraor

An
excellent
orclies'ra
has
been
secured
for
Stoyle
as
sureties.
A
musicals
was
given
Saturday
evening
to comply with the law requiring the grand's supporters, right, L. B- Houck; left,
SUBURBAN TRAINS
you so great and permanent benefit.
the occasion. The Teton drill will be
First aud final acount of James W.
at Danville by the Beethoven Quartet Con dinary success is Dr. France, President Sold by CRAFT A TAUGHER.
OTHER OFFICES
cutting of noxious weeds, etc. He waived L. A. Culbertson; warden, I. Hutchinson;
of
the
France
Medical
Institute,
Noe.
38
Ou
Cleveland
Akron
&
Columbus
cert company, which is composed of Mt.
Besides the two principal offices mention supervised by Mrs. Ella Porter, and alone Davis, adminBtrator of Esther Harris, has
examination, and was bound over to tlie conductor, Joshua Mill; sceue supporters,
and 40 West Gay street, Columbus,
ill be worth the price of admission- A been filed.
Vernon talent. Those who took part in the Ohio. In 1886 he established The
Abandoned for the Winter.
right, Fred Craig; left, J . L. Huff: inside ed, selections will be made in other depart
grand jury in the sum of $100.
costumer
will
be
at
the
Curtis
House
all
Marcus
Miller
is
ordered
to
appear
in
Tbe Cleveland, Akron and Columbus entertainment were: Miss Mabel Mitchell, France Medical Institute for the treat
— Over 300 Knox county farmers have guardian, Richard I^wis; outside guardian, ments. Messrs. Appleton, Cole. McFeely, day where masks and costumes can be Probate Court before Jan. 28, and accept of
soprano, Miss Eatelle Welshymer, alto; Mr. ment of all forms of chronic, nervous,
already taken advantage of the Banner’s L. F. Stradley; vice grand's supporters, Coe, and B->gardu«, Republicans, and rented at very reasonable rates. The affair decline the guardianabip of Elizabeth A. will take off its road four of its passenger
trains on account of the electric line com- Geo- B. Kelly, tenor; Mr. John Coup, bass; nasal, throat and iung diseases. He as
offer and secured a copy of the invaluable right, B. J- Stephens; left Henry F. Von Rogers, Democrat, retire from Council and is eagerly looked forward to as one of the Campbell,! minor.
pstition between Cleveland and Akron. Miss Elizabeth Larimore, accompanist and sociated with himself a full corps of emi
book for farmers, the Farm Law of Ohio. Wicklen; trustees, I. Rosentball, David their successors will be chosen. The gen pleasantest events of the year.
JA 1ST ZD
nent physicians and surgeons of tlie
W. W. Walkey, admr. of Wm. T. Arm The arrangement will be permanent for tbe Miss Mabel Harris, reciter.
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Black.
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at
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The installation ceremonies were follow
- requirement ia that you pay for the Banneb
experience. These specialists employ
real estate.
This is For Leap Year.
their successors, not much has been said,
drawn run between Cleveland and Oriville street, was tlie hostess of a delightful even only such courses of treatment as are
• one year in advance, and the book is yours ed by a grand banquet at Le Roy’s.
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Love,
admr.,
of
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Love,
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to
the
latest
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year
fashiou
ing
’
s
entertainment,
Tuesday.
Those
but all will probably be candidates for reand two between Hudson and Millersburg
OUR GRADES ARE THE
exactly adapted to each individual case.
"without money and without price.”
of proposal, a young lady anxious to give has filed petition to sell land.
election.
The Cleveland, Akron and Columbus has present were Mesdames Forbing, J. B. They nave restored hundreds of people
BEST AND OUR PRICES
The Ice Carnival.
— Marshal Bell received a telegram Sat
J M. Motz has been appointed adminis met with severe competition from electric Waight, A T. Ready, J. M. Armstrong, W. to perfect health that had been given up
herself away in marriage, is to send a heart,
THE LOWEST in the city.
Notwithstanding
the
weather,
the
ice
urday from Warden James, of the Ohio
Ever since the establishment of the city tied with a pink ribbon, to the young man trator of Wm. Armstrong, deceased, giviDg lines between Cleveland and Akron, and H. Ralston, H. C. Devin, G. B. Bunn, F. D. as hopeless, not only by home physi
CALL AND GET AN ES
Penitentisry, notifying him to be on the carnival at the Park, Friday night, was a water works, an effort has been made of her choice, the insignia denoting her de $1,000 bond.
TIMATE ON THE LUM
Barberton, and between Colnmbus and Sturges, Frank Harper, J. C. Devin, Ella cians, but also, in many instances, by
lookout for two convicts who escaped from most enjoyable affair. Manager Chase left to keep it on a non partisan basis. sire. The recipient of the hymeneal token
BER YOU NEED BEFORE
Westeiville. So severe has the competition Millard, C- A. Bope, C. 0. Howells, Fred those considerably renowned as special
nothing
undone
to
promote
the
enjoyment
MARRIAGES,
the penitentisry on Friday night. The men
Wm- D. Banning, tie Democratic member, is to first find the lady bolding conjugal af
YOU BUY.
eric Cooper and Misses Dollie and Midge ists. By request of many friends and
become
that
the
operation
of
some
of
the
are described as being of common com and comfort of his gneats- Free transpor retires in the spring, but will probably be fections for him, and if he accepts her offer f Thos A . Swartz,
OUR STOCK OF
patients, Dr. France has decided to
Cooper.
passenger
trains
ha*
become
unprofitable
I Mary E. Workman.
plexion, and one small, the other large. A tation was furuisbed, bat an admission fee placed on again with no opposition.
is to return the treasure to her, and if he
Lumber
is Complete.
Mrs. E. B. Hill gave an elegant coutse visit Mt. Vernon Wednesday, Jauuary
There
were
two
ways
of
meeting
the
prob

of 25 cents was made at the gate. The
Consultation and examination free
“ reward of $100 ia offered for their capture.
does not, retains it.
dinner Wednesday evening, at her home on 29.
WE
CAN
SAVE
lem.
One
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to
reduce
rates.
The
other
DEEDS
RECORDED.
and
strictly
confidential
in
the
private
— When train No. 28 on the C., A A C. Centerburg band was present, and enlivened
A Constable stands for election, also two
YOU MONEY.
to accept the situation and withdraw tbe W. High street, in honor of the anniversary parlor of the Curtia House from 8 a. nt.
Jacob C. White to David L. Travis.
matters
by
the
discoursing
of
excellent
due here at midnight from the north, was
THE BEST GRADES OF
members of the School Board and an As
6 acres in Liberty*..........................$1500
,
Two Blazes.
00 trains that were not profitable. The Cleve of her husband's birth- Those present to 6 p. m. One day only.
■ near Howard, Saturday night, it was music.
sessor for each ward The members for
land, Akron and Columbus management were Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Hill, Mr. and Mrs
The fire department was called Saturday John H. Hicks to George E. McContbrie. 1-5 acre in Centerburg... 55 00
flagged, and prevented what might have
School Board are not elected by wards, but morning to the office of Dr. T. E. Clark, ou
baa given the subject careful study. Tlie J. M Hill, Mr and Mrs. P. B. Hill. Mr.and
The Historic Route.
J. M Hawkins to George C. Wat
ALWAYS ON HAND.
Mrs W. M. Hill. Mr. and Mrs. Charles C.
Successful Teachers.
by the city at largebeen a serious wreck. A freight train
N. Main street where a coal oil stove had
son, 4 on an acre in Lock............. 400 00 Cleveland Leader in speaking of the subject lams. Miss Elizabeth Glaze, Miss Retta Hill
The
Nashville,
Chattanooga A St
Twenty-four applicants took the exami
in passing had caused a large bar to become
Geo. A- Blocher to Anna Blocher,
James
Patterson,
ignited
a
rug.
The
fire
was
soon
put
out,
says the Cleveland, Akron and Colnmbus Mr. Harry Hill, Miss Edith lams, and
In the Democratic camp everything is
Louis Railway, the model railroad o
TELEPHONE NO. 55.
lot 85 in Norton's addition to Mt.
fastened in the ties. The engine hitched to nation to teach in this city, January 11.
Master
Orval
Hill.
but
the
interior
of
the
office
was
badly
dam

company
has
investigated
the
effect
of
quiet. No active effort has as yet been
Vernon......................................
1 00
300-311 W. Gambier Street
the obstacle, removed it and proceeded on Only six were successful, as follows:
The Social Science Club met at the home the South in equipment, roadway and
aged.
electrical competition in the East and
James A. Kelly to Elizabeth M.
W. A. Ackerman, Fredericktown; Wm. made in regard to any of the offices, nor
Leave orders with Francis Evans,
service, is also the greatest in historical
its tud.
Sunday
afternoon
they
made
a
run
to
the
of
Mias
Tudor
on
E.
High
street
Friday
O'Rourke,
lot
190
in
Mt.
Vernon
weighed
the
probable
consequences
of
a
B. A O. Express Office
McGill. Mt. Lil^srty; L H. Stradley, Mt, will there likely be any until later.
residence of George W. Bunn, on E. High Fanny Metcalf to Stewart D. Rob
— The ^tending committees of tbs State Vernon; J. A. Schaffer, Fredericktown;
reduction in fares Precedent has pretty evening. After roll call and a pronuncia interest, more than fifty famous battle
erts,
lota
21
and
22
in
Mt.
Vernon
500
00
where a small blaze had originated in the George Black, exer , to David Law
■ Senate were announced last Wednesday. Cioely
thoroughly established the law that fares tion test, the following program was ob fields and five national cemeteries being
Clark, Fredericktown;
Laura
furnace room, The damage was small.
• Hon. Wm. M. Harper, the representative of Jones, Centerburg.
once reduced could not again be restored. served: ‘ The Development of Democratic located on the various lines of this sys
ANNUAL REUNION
rence, lot 28 in Mt. Vernon
Jas- H. Ball to fannes A. Aslon,
tha 17-28 district, being assigned to the folBesides a redaction between Cleveland and Principles,” Miss Edith Rogers; "The Jef tem. This is the preferred route to
Of Mt. Vernon Knights Templars to
lot in Gambier.............................. 1500 00 Akron would sooner or later entail a corres ferson Administration,” Mrs Barker; "The Atlanta for the Cotton States and Inter
-lowing committees: Common Schools, Cor
Foot
Mashed.
— F. D. Cunningham has been appointed
City of Mt. Vernon to Max Meyers,
be
Held
Febnary
5.
Development of Industries," Mr. J. M- national Exposition, open from Septem-i
porations other than Municipal, Benevo Postmaster at Nunda, this county.
lot in graveyard............................
George Wyeth, an emyloye of the C. A G.
40 00 ponding reduction at other pxrints, perhaps, Ewalt. A paper was then read by Mrs- her 18 to December 31, 1895, for which
The Knights Templars, Clinton Comlent Institutions, Public Printing. Claims,
for tbe entire length of the line. And so Gardner on “Our Foremothers.” The club
— Word has been received from Chicago mandery No. 5, of this city, are making Cooper Co , met with »□ unfortunate acci Chas. F. Baldwin, jr. to Frank
Hurd, part of lot 69 in Mt. Vernon 25 00 tbe company decided to adopt the conserva then adjourned to meet next Friday even very low excursion rates have been
.Medical Societies and Colleges, and Public that Mr. Thomas Parke, formerly of thia
made. Through sleeping car service
arrangements for a grand annnal reunion, dent, Wednesday morning shortly after Maude Cullison to Lwilla Ogleoraft
ing at Mrs Gardner's.
Expenditures.
Easy walking comes generally
city, is lying in a very critical condition February 5th. This event is always looked going to work. While at work in the ma
land in Jackson..................
from St. Louis to Atlanta via Evans
2200 00 tive course, at least for the present. If a
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— Mattie E. McCracken was granted a with blood poisoning and that his recovery forward to as an important social function chine shop, some heavy plates fell, striking
ville,
Nashville
and
Chattanooga.
This
their regular meeting Monday afternoon
are in happy homes you will he
perceived, it conld be easily rectified. But The
decree of divorce Monday afternoon at New- is not expected.
principal paper was on the subject of is the route of the famous "Dixie Flyer”
of the year The following committees his right foot, badly crushing it. The in
happier. Why not ease your
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if
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and
that
policy
through
sleeping
car
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which
runs
the
• ark, from her husband, Charles C. Mc
the ‘ City of Mexico—Cathedrals and Con
— The County Commissioners of Licking have been appointed who will amply provide jured member was dressed by Dr. Russell
self
with a pair of
vents
—
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—
Chihuahua,
”
prepared
was
later
discovered
to
be
a
mistake,
its
cor
year round between Nashville and
The skating at Lake Hiawatha seems to
Cracken. She is a daughter of Captain county have refused to grant the usual an for the entertainment of all:
and the unfortunate man removed to bis
bv
Miss
Mulhatie,
but
read
by
Miss
Bogarhave effected some people peculiarly. A rection would be extremely difficult. dus. Mrs. Sinythe read a paper on "Pro Jacksonville, Fla. For further inform
Charles A. Cook, for whom a penny sub nual allowance of $200 for contingent ex
Arrangements—Era- Sir H. H. Cassil. E. home on E Curtis street.
Mt. Vernon young lady after spending an "When the electric lines began to spread testant Missions—Educational Advantages ation, address Briard F. Hill, 328 Mar PARR’S FALL SHOES ?
scription was taken up for knocking down penses for the County Infirmary. They did C.;EmSir Howard Harper,Sir8. H. Peterman
Sir
Charles
C.
lams.
Sir
S.
M.
Reynolds,
Sir
Went
to
Bellville.
evening at the place in question returned oat from Philadelphia,” remarked Mr. Hol- —Position of Women.” Mrs. Stadler’s quette Building, Chicago, Ill., or R. C.
the man who said he "wished President this because the Superintendent has not
Tlie height of Fashion at little
B L McElroy, Sir Will E. Grant, Sir C T.
The Wall street Mandolin Club, composed home and retired to pleasant dreams. She laran of the Cleveland, Akron and Colnm- subject was "Mines and Mining” “Art in Cowardin, Western Passenger Agent,
Garfield would die,” at the time he was conformed to the law governing — by Eusminger,
price. But to keep business
Sir Russell J. Ash.
Railway
Exchange
Building,
St.
Louis,
Mexico
”
prenared
by
Mrs
Russell,
but
was
of Messrs. John Sapp, Dan. McFeely, J. H. imagined that she was again at the Park bus passenger department, "the prediction read by Mrs. Millard. The geueral discus Mo., or D. J. Mullaney, Pass. Agt., 59
moving and customers pleased.
shot by Guiteaureporting at the end of the fiscal year that
Reception—Em. Sir H. H. Cassil, Em. Sir
— David Lents, aged 51, was taken to the the appropriation for the year was ex W. M- Koons. Sir Miner T. Hines. Sir B. L. Burkholder and Ch as Ulrick, accompanied and while skimming o'er the glassy sur was made that tbe Pennsylvania suburban sion drifted to ''Arbitration."
West Fourth St., Cincinnati,Ohio.
Perhaps you prefer the WEBB
McElroy, Sir H. C. Swetland, Sir Frank L by Turner Lippit, Walter Styers and Ed. face, went through tha ice. The bump business was ruined. But the railroad
One of the pleasautest events of the week
W. L. Danley, G. P.AT. A.,
. state insane ssylum Thursday from Holmes hausted.
SHOE—a work of art for Winter
Beam.
company
declined
to
reduce
it
fares.
Its
was
the
impromptu
musicale,
given
Wed

Sapp,
went
to
Bellville,
Tuesday
evening
to
awakened
her.
8he
had
fallen
out
of
bed.
Nashville,
Tenn.
county. He fell in love with a girl when
— A Constable from Justice Hickey's
comfort. You will not miss the
Music and Literary Program- Em. 8ir H. give a concert While there, were hand
business suffered for a time, but tbe re nesday evening, by Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
but a boy, and on being jilted lost his mind. court in Utica Friday morning attached the Harper,
cash, and if you see, you will
Reynolds,
at
their
home
on
N.
Main
street.
Em. 8ir A. Cassil, Sir S. M. Rey somely entertained by Dr. Eastman.
action came, and now, I understand, the The program was a choice one. and each
MISS THE CHANCE to pur
Hia family, thinking the aberation was only engine drawing the first section of freight nolds, Sir L. D. Bonebrake, Sir Lewis B.
Continued.
Pennsylvania's traffic is 10 or 15 per cent. performance, both vocal and instrumental,
chase.
temporary, placed him in a room, but as train No. 25 as it entered the siding there- Honck.
The case against John Barrett, thesaloon- better than it ha* ever been. The electric was received with honestly deserved enthu
Banquet—Sir C. T Ensminger, 8ir R. J.
Offer From Virginia League.
time progressed his malady grew instead of It was in satisfaction of a judgment of $165
siasm. Delicious refreshments were served.
ist, charged by Wm. Wade with fighting and
SILAS PARR,
'diminishing. The family, evidently desir recently reoeived against the company by Asb, Sir D. Qnaid, Sir Chas. C- lamsSterl Wolverton, the crack young pitcher violating the saloon ordinance on December lines will undoubtedly build up some new The guests were, Mr. aud Mrs. F. Ressler,
business.
They
will
attract
some
homes
Invitation
—
Sir
S
II*
Peterman,
Sir
W
J
ONEY TO LOAN, on first mortgage
Mr. and Mrs. E. O. Arnold. Mr. and Mrs.
of last season’s Paulding team, who is 8, was continued before Mayor Colville,
ing to keep the case from public notice, L. M. Warner. The train was only delayed Vance, Sir C-M. Hildreth.
The
securities, in sums not less than $500.
along the line of road- But the better class John Ringwalt, Mr. and Mrs. A. 8tadler,
placed him in chains and for nearly 35 years an hour, while agent W. C. Alsdorf conld
spending the winter with his parents here,
Fit lea examined and abstrac s furniabed.
Monday for one week. After preferring the of passenger traffic will remain with the Mr. and Mrs D. E. 8app, I)r. and Mrs.
Dance—Sir W. E. Grant, Sir II. C. Devin,
Delineator of Fashion
kept him in one room. Il is believed the case give security for the payment of the Sir D. E. Sapp, Sir Thomas A. Blackford, has rtceived an offer from the Norfolk, Va.,
Farm land for sale. Law office, A. R. Mecharges, Wa^eskipped, but was located at steam .railroads, or, if withdrawn, will Arndt. Mr. and Mrs- L. D. Bonebrake, Mrs. INTIRE,
In Fine Foot Gear.
opposite Court House, Mt. Veryrill be investigated.
amount
Margaret
Vaughan,
Miss
Mary
Devoe
and
team, to pitch the coming seasonSir John E. Doe 1 fa, Em. Sir H. H. Cassil.
redericktown and brought back.
pcedily return to them.”
noa, Ohio28nov4m Klrlt Block, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Mis* Saidee Stevens.

NO. S4 MONUMENT SQUARE.

r

INCIDENTS

The reminiscent column of Monday’s
State Journal contained several extracts
that may interest Knox couoty residents
Perhaps some of the older residents may
yet remember Judge Welker and his early
associations.
"The placing of the portrait of Lieutenant
Governor Thomas H. Ford in the Senate
chamber brings to mind another distin
guished Lieutenaat Governor, the d*an of
the list, now living, in the person of Judge
Martin Welker, of Wooster. He was born
in Knox county, but early in life he moved
to Holmes, where he became Clerk of the
Common Pleas at the age of 28 years. The
wonder is that surrouddiug influence did
not cause him to ally himself to the
the Democratic party. When yet a boy he
was called as a witness before the court at
Mt. Vernon, presided over by Hon. Ezra
Dean, who died at Ironton in 1872. He
was so deeply impressed on this ocacsion
that he decided to study law. Twenty
years afterward he was elected Judge of the
district court over the same Judge Dean
and actually occupied the same old chair in
the same old courthouse at Mt. Vernon.”

A Resume of the Situation as Seen
By a Banner Man.

To be Educated in St. Vincent’s Pa

The next meeting of Knox county
rochial Schools, of this City.
teachers will be held at Brink Haven Sat
urday, February 1, 1896, in the High School
Unusual Activity Among Mayoralty room, commencing at 9:30. Below is given E. A. Palmer and Wife Bring Suit
the program:
Candidates.
for Deed to Langford Estate.
1 Invocation.............. Rev. Joseph Long
2 Music —Furnished by the Schools.
3 Address of welcome...Supt. B. E- Sapp Alavander Kinney Wants Record
Democrats Are Saying Nit and Saw
4 Response............... Supt. F. H. Roberts

Fields, but Finally Dies.

CREAM

BAKING
POWDfR

UNITED

AGRICULTURISTS

JUST RECEIVED

ASSAULTED AND ROBBED.

♦•♦•♦

NEW DEPARTURE .. .

r

Craft & Taugher,

KERR’S SYSTEM RENOVATOR.

LUMBER!

COAL!

HARD and SOFT COAL

HARD SUPS 10 TIKE.

MONEY TO LOAN!
M

A

matter; then the main official came out
and said that this was a case for the
—lilliputian, in fact,
are Doctor Pierce’s
The career of a criminal is always chief inspector.
Pleasant Pellets. interesting, especially if the criminal be
“Very well, then, get the chief inspec
Dr. R. V. Pierce,
tor
here quickly as possible.”
Chief Consulting one’s self; then a person, knowing all
“But he has gone for the night,” said
Physician to the In the circumstances oi the case, can trace
valids’ Hotel and
Surgical Institute, the career of the wroDg doer from the the official.
“Do you mean to tell me,” I said,
of Buffalo, N. Y., first false step until the final catastrophe
was the first to in
troduce a I.ittle Pill when he is laid by the heels. If a man “that you are going to make me miss
my train for Berne all on account of a
to the American
people. For all enters into a career of crime he is rea few packages of tobacco? Keep them,
laxative and ca sonably sure to he caught at last, and as
for heaven’s sake, and present them
thartic purposes
these sugar-coated a warning to others I set down here the with my compliments to the inspector
“Pellets” are superior in a great many particulars of how, after deludihg the
to-morrow, and let me pass through
ways to all mineral waters, sedlitz powders,
salts, castor oil, fruit syrups, laxative teas, customs officials of Fran co for years and Paris and catch my train.”
and other purgative compounds. Made of | years, I was at last trapped, and curi
He shook his head and the two under
concentrated vegetable ingredients, they
act in a mild, natural way. Their second ously enough, when I was innocent. I strappers began putting the things shelary effect is to keep the liver active and the am a little mixed as to what the moral
ter-skelter back in the trunk, and find
bowels regular, not to further constipate,
as is the case with other pills. They don't of this recital should he. In looking ing they could not squeeze down the lid
interfere in the least with the diet, habits over the case from beginning to end, it
again, they took the trunk and the rest
or occupation, and produce no pain, grip
seems to me that the inference is that
ing or shock to the system.
Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets cure bil one should never be innocent. If a man of my baggage und locked it up for tho
night. I learned that the inspector
iousness, sick and bilious headache, diz
ziness, costiveness, or constipation, sour escapes when he is doing wrong and is would not be there until 10 o’clock in
stomach, loss of appetite, coated tongue, caught when his motives are pure, the
the morning, and that would make me
indigestion, or dyspepsia, windy belchings, “heart-bum,” pain and distress after obvious moral is not at all of the kind I
eating, and kindred derangements of the care to attach to the end of any story I miss the morning train for Switzerland
also. I again offered the pompous ofliliver, stomach and bowels. These “Pel
lets ” are easily dissolved in the stomach have to tell. I do like to have a nice, :ial the tohacro, hut he said that it was
and absorbed into the blood, stimulating a comfortable, correctly modeled moral
not a question of the tobacco at all, hut
flow of bile from the liver, and arousing to
activity all the glandular secretions. Thus with which to finish any article I may of a fine. I should probably fined
they act in nature's own way. Tn proof begin, and it is a great grief to me that
two thousand francs, he added. A man
of their superior excellence, it can be truth
fully said, that they are always adopted the moral in this case is not at all what who had concealed two boxes of cigars, a
as a household remedy after the first trial. it should he.
Put up in glass vials, therefore always fresh
Cuban, had that week been liued two
For ytars and years I have deluded
and reliable.
One little “Pellet” is a laxative, two are the French custom officials in the mat thousand francs, and probably my fate
mildly cathartic. As a “dinner pill,” to
would be the same as his; it all would
romote digestion, take one each aay after ter of tobacco. I think, of course, that depend on the inspector.
inner. To relieve distress from over
is wrong to smuggle as a rule, hut I
eating, they are unequaled.
"But,” I urged, “I did not conceal the
They are tiny, sugar - coated granules ; can’t imagine it wrong to bring into an tobacco at all. I to’d the man that it
any child will readily take them. Once unenlightened country like France to
used, always in fai’or.
was there before the trunk was opened.”
Accept no substitute that may be recom bacco that a white man can smoke. I
The official shook his head.
mended to be “just as good.” It may be always calculate the number of days I
“You did not declare it,” he said.
better for the dealer, because of■ paying shall be in any part of France, and then
him a better profit, but he is not the one
There was nothing for it, but to go to
who needs help.
I take a two-ounce packet for each day,
a hotel, which we did. I consulted the
India has now become, next to Chinn, and a couple extra in case I should hotel proprietor, who advised me to
meet a friend famishing for a good
the largest tea growing country.
curb my naturally ugly temper, and to
smoke,
and this quantity I never had
The will of the Rev. Father Nussbaum
be exceedingly deferential in the morn
of Laporte, Ind., bequeathed $5 to each any difficulty in smuggling into the ing. He said that if the inspector chose
of the priests, thirty-two in number, who great European republic. As the to
attended his funeral.
bacco is entirely for my own consump to put a two thousand franc fine upon
me, I should have to pay it or leave my
For a pain in the chest a piece of tion, and as I am not a citizen of France, luggage there forever.
tlannel dampened with Chamberlain’s and as I shall be swindled enough by
In the morning I was taken before a
Pain Balm and bound on over the seat the hotel keepers in whatever part I very dignified official, who scrutinized
of the pain, and another on the back chance to be, I ease my consciene by me with some severity. He listened to
between the shoulders, will afford pointing out these facts to it, and I what I had to say, and, luckily for me,
prompt relief. This is especially vain must say that my conscience, being a
able in cases where the pain is caused by reasonable one, does not judge me the first inspector did not tell any lies
a cold and there is a tendency toward harshly in the matter. It is needless, about me, but admitted that I had 6aid
pneumonia. For sale by] all druggists.
I h 11 t »)•„:: > i n 1 ha 1 s lid that
perhaps, to add that the French Gov
I was going through to Switzerland, and
Think of watermelons selling by the ernment does not agree with me in all
mentioned
that the tobacco was not
wagon load at eight cents apiece at this this, so, therefore, in order not to trouble
season of the year? That is what is the government more than is necessary, concealed, hut lay on the top of the
happening now at Phoenix, Ariz.
I place these packages about my person trunk. The official then asked me to
The smallest colliery in Great Britain in such a way that on passing the show him my tickets to Switzerland,
is in a village called Nelson, in Lancash French frontier I give the government which I did. He finally came to a de
ire. It employs two workmen, who
cision, which was that I should pay for
are also proprietors, managers, miners as liti le bother as possible.
a man to go across Paris with me, and
Intteil
of
paying
the
Government
and haulers—a very Pooh-Bah in a col
liery plant. They subsidized a donkey duty on them,or having my goods confis see my trunk registered through to
for "a horse, and supply the village cated, I have or many years tended Ito Berne, and that I should pay fifteen
with coal.
France advice that is much more valua francs duty on the tobacco, and that I
ble than any duty they might exact should remember that I was getting off
The Discovery Saved His Life.
very easily.
Mr. G. Caillouette, druggist, Beaversville from me; but republics are notoriously
I suppose that I should have been
III-, says: “To Dr. King’s New Discovery ungrateful, and France is no exception,
I owe my life. Was taken with I-a Grippe
thankful, but then some people are as
and tried all the physicians for miles around, for she has paid not the slightest atten ungrateful as republics themselves. The
but without avail, and was given up and tion to my counsel. I have shown her
told I could not live. Having Dr. King’s that no country in tlie world has ever sting of the episode lay in the fact that
New Discovery in my store I sent for
they actually had the cheek to charge
bottle and began its use and from and become great that has not had plenty
from the first dose began to get better, of tobacco of the best quality and at me a dime for taking care of my bag
and after using three bottles was up and
cheap prices. France foolishly goes on gage all night at the customs warehouse.

SriALLER THAN USUAL

I

CAUGHT AT LAST.

XCEZSCKXAHSTT’ TAILC®

Cure for Headache.
As a remedy for all forms of headache
Electric Bitters has proved to be the very
best. It effects a permanent cure and the
most dreaded habitual sick headaches yield
to its influence. We urge all who are af
flicted to procure a bottle, and give this
remedy a fair trial. In cases of habitual
constipation Electric Bitters cures by giving
the needed tone to the bowels, and few
cases long resist the use of this medicine
Try it once. Large bottles only 50c. at G. R.
Baker A Son’s drug store.
2

Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains
Corns, and all Skiu Eruptions, and positive
ly cures Piles, or ro pay required. It is
guaranteed to give satisfaction or money re
funded. Price 25 cents per box. For Bale
by Geo. R Baker A Son's.
22feb-ly

A London artist lays down the rule
that no colors should be worn save those
which are duplicated in the hair, eyes or
complexion.
The word “hairbreadth” now used for
an infinitesimal space, was once a reg
ular measure. It was the width of 16
hairs laid side by side.

It seems that the Duke of Marlborough
got more than he bargained for. In
addition to a mother-in-law and a
father-in-law, he will have a stepfatherin-law and a step-mother-in-law.

The World's Fair Tests
showed no baking powder
so pure or so great in leav
ening power as the Royai.
There are more then 200 lakes in
Venezuela, one of the largest being
1,600 feet above the sea.
A recent estimate places the wealth
of Yale university at 5} million dollars,
most of which is in buildings and real
estate.
Two Mt. Vernon, N. Y., policeman
had a running fight with revolvers, each
mistaking the other for a burglar
Neither was hurt.
Lightning Hot Drops—
What a Funnv Name!
Very True, but it Kills All Pain.
Sold Everywhere, Every Day—
Without Relief, There is No Pay

The Swiss goverment made a profit of
about $1,000,000 last year on its monopo
ly in spirits.
Nature has reversed her usual rule
in arranging the vital organs of a con
vict in an Indiana jail. It was suspect
ed, though, before this was discovered
that his heart was not in the right place,

Blood and nerves are closely related
r<
Keep the blood pure with Hood s Sarsaparilla and you will not be nervous.

In Paris it is required that every vehi
cle traversing its streets at night, if only
a wheelbarrow, shall carry a lantern.
The Salvation army has now twentytwo factories and workshops, employing
10,700 persons, both men and women.
Tacoma claims that the output of its
lumber mills will be fully 115,000,000
feet this year, or more than that of any
other point on tho Pacific coast.
A Kansas editor thinks that Cripple
Creek would not attract so many people
if the dispatches gave as much promi
nence to the 099 men who walk' home
as they do to the one who strikes a mil
lion dollar lead.
Charles Joseph Bonaporte, who may
be the next senator from Maryland, is a
man of fine presence and the grit and
determination of his illustrious family.
He is one of the ablest members of the
Baltimore bar.

TO
YOUNG

WIVES

WE OFFdR A REMEDY WHICH
INFlinES SAFETY TO LIFE
OF MOTHER AND CHILD.

“Mathers’ Friend"
ROBS CONFINEMENT OF IT8 PAIN.

HORROR AND RI8K.

“ My wife used only two bottles. She
was easily and qnickiy relieved; is now
doing apfcndidly.—
J. S. Morton, Harlow, N. C.
Sent by express or mall, on receipt of price.
»l.00 per EttiUe.
Book “TO MOTHERS"
mulled free.
UIUDFIKL# BMIl’UTOB CO., ATLANTA, GA.
SOU> BY ALL DBCOaiBTS

something. The trouble with France
lies entirely with the tobacco, and she
will he thrashed out of her boots every
time that she is tackled by a country
that uses good and cheap tobacco.
There is Italy, for instance, for an aw
ful example. It uses, for example, viler
tobacco than France, and its customs
officials are even stricter than those of
the Republic. What is the result? Italy
is on the verge of bankruptcy, and it
would fall an easy victim to even the
smallest country in Europe that uses
good tobacco. Switzerland and Holland
and Belgium are small countries, yet
they attained their independence entire
ly through having good tobacco at rea
sonable prices. Switzerland took in
and disarmed eighty thousand of the
French troops that the Germans were
chasing toward the close of the FrancoPrussian war. It the French had not
used the vile tobacco they would not in
the first place have been chased by the
Prussians; and in the second place they
could not have been disarmed by a lit
tle country like Switzerland were it not
for the fact that the Swiss had the best
tobacco at exceedingly low prices. On
the other hand, look at America, at
England, and at Germany, they are un
conquerable countries simply because
they use the best tobacco. France, as I
have regretfully said, has paid no atten
tion to my advice, hut has squandered
money on a useless trivially like the
army, when it might by the stroke of
the pen make tobacco free all over the
land. It should not be forgotten that it
was Napoleon III, who ^introduced the
tobacco monopoly in France, and that
while the great Napoleon was conquer
ing all the world, tobacco was better and
cheaper in France than in any other
country in Europe.
The other day I was on my way to
Switzerland. I ^expected to he able to
register my trunk clear through to
Berne, and although I knew tobacco
was cheap and good in Switzerland, I
thought I would take the precaution of
putting a few packages of my own par
ticular brand at the top of the trunk. It
was a foolish thing to do, knowing that
I had to pass through France, and when
I got to the railway station at London
and found I could only register the
trunk as far as Paris I should then have
taken the tobacco out if I had thought
about it. We arrived in Paris a little affer 6 o’clock in the evening, and the
train left for Berne, from a station on
the other side of the city, at 8:30, so
there was just time enough to get a comortahle dinner and cab it across from
one station to the other, but it allowed
no great margin for customs examina
tion.
When the vilain who acts for the
French Government asked me I had
anything to declare, I said that I didn’t
exactly know; I had some tobacco, but
it was not intended for use in FranceI was going to take the night train to
Berne if I could get the luggage across
Paris in time. I opened the trunk and
’■howed him the packages of tobacco.
He shook his head, and, gathering the
packages in his hands, he departed,
leaving me there with the open trunk.
He returned after a while with a man
who was evidently a higher official, and
behind this higher official came another
of the same rank as the first.
“Why don’t you declare this tobacco?”
said the official to me.
“I did declare it,” I answered. “I
told him I was going through to Switzer
land with it and none of it was to be
opened in France.”
The official said nothing, hut the two
undeistrappers attacked the box and
t irned out every mortal thing that was
in it. I don’t carry much luggage when
I travel alone, hut this trunk contained
the various articles of wearing apparel
that belonged to my family. It had
been packed with much care, and the
heap it made on the bench where they
examine luggage in Paris was some
thing appalling. It didn’t seem to me
possible that any human being could
ever get all those things hack in the
trunk again. They found no more to
bacco. but they all retired to an office
and seemed to consult the about the

SENATORS* HAIR.

Senator Voorhees has a heavy mass
of beautiful gray hair that was once a
deep bronze.
Senator Davie, of Minnesota, has only
a little fringe of hair left that circles the
base of his skull.
Isham G. Harris, the Democratic
leader in the Senate, is excessively bald,
and has a large scar on the top of his
head.
Senator Morrill, the oldest man in the
upper house, born in 1810, has beautiful
thick white hair.
Matt Quay has a perfect mane, which
he wears rather tumbled. Right on the
crown is a bald spot about the size of a
siver dollar.
Senator Hale, of Maine, has rather
thin hair, which he carefully parts in
the middle and brushes down until it
shines like silk.
John Sherman, although a deep
thinker, has a luxuriant mass of iron
gray locks that he combs back from his
forehead.
David B. Hill looks to be the baldest
man in the Senate, as the small amount
of hair he has is jet black, making a
striking contrast with his shining scalp.
Senator Perkins, of California, has
quite a bald spot, which he tries to cover
with a lock of side hair grown long and
brushed across it.
Robinson Crusoe’s Musket.
[London Evening Atheneum]

In an Edinburgh auction room this
week was sold a “relic” whose authen
ticity, in these degenerate days, with
scoffer so much abroad, is likely to he
greatly questioned. The article is no
other than Robinson Crusoe’s musket,
“a fine old specimen with long barrel,
old Hint lock, and beautifully bal
anced.” This firelock is referred to in
Sihbald's “Fife,” in 1803, as being in the
possession of a family in the neighbor
hood of Largo. The auctioneer states
apropos of this article:
“James Giles, aged 80, informed GenBriggs that his mother was a grand
niece of Alexander Selkirk. She gave
the gun to the late Major John Lutnsdaine, of Lathallan, about the begin
ning of the century.”

.......... WITH A LARGE STOCK OF...........

Age to Paine’s Celery Compound.

3oth in Foreign and Domestic Makes,
At the Lowest Price Possible
BE SUES JLJSTZD CALL.
EAST SIDE SOUTH MAIN STREET,ft^MT. VERNON, OHIO.

WE Win TO IMPRESS IPO.H Y0UR.11I SOS

SUITINGS AND TROUSERINGS!
AND A HANDSOMER LINE OF PIECE CLOTHS
HAS NEVER GRACED OUR TABLES.
It’s a settled fact that we have more than double tne variety of
all other tailoring establishments combined can show, conseuqentty we cannot fail to please you with something both STYLISH
AND DESIRABLE.

( ISAM. A. DERMODY.

BKI«HTEyS AND BEAUTI
FIES.

It is an uncommon thing to learn of a
person reaching the age of Mrs. Emyle
Hyde Grinnell, and years of good health
such as hers come only to those who
make use of the very best means of keep
ing well.
No one will wonder that the bright
eyed old lady, whose mind today is as
alert and clear as evei, should be
anxious for others to try Paine’s celery
compound.
Mrs. Emyle Hyde Grinnell was.born in
Bennington, Vt., July 6, 1796, and is to
day living with her granddaughter, the
wife of Martin Fowler of Colchester, Vt.,
a beautiful town near Fort Ethan Allen.
Her father was a farmer and hotel
keeper, and she lived upon the farm un
til her marriage. Mrs. Grinnell has none
of the infirmities of old age. She rises
at daylight, works about the house,
and when the weather will permit walks
outdoors. Her eyesight is so good that
she threads a needle and spends many
hours crotcheting and doing fancy work.
She keeps abreast of the times, and is
remarkably well informed upon many
subjects. She declares that she does not
feel anyolder than she has for yea re,
and if people halt her age enjoyed such
good health as she they would consider
themselves fortunate. She has seven
children, four boys and three girls, two
of whom are living today.
Sirs. Grinnell writes:
Colchester, Vt., Oct, 11.1895.
“Paine’s celery compound has been
my health preserver during the last few
years. Wht never I have an ache or a
pain a few doses of this medicine gives

Senator Shoup, of Idaho, is entirely
bald, or what hair is left is so light in
color and so sparsely scattered that it is
not to be seen.
Senator Palmer has thick silvery white
locks.

G. 4. R. COMMANDER.
Jas. S. Dean, Gen. Grant Post,
Rondout, N. Y.,

CURED OF DYSPEPSIA.
Commander Dean writes:
“As
Chief U. S. Mail Agent of the U. <fc D.
R. R., good health is indispensable. I
found myself however all run down
with Dyspepsia. I doctored and doc
tored, hut I grew worse. I suffered mis
ery night and day, for fully two years.
My case was pronounced incurable. I
chanced te meet Dr. Kennedy about
hat time, and told him of my condition
and he said, try a bottle of

DR. DAVID KENNEDY'S

FAVORITE REMEDY

ake it morning, noon and night, and it
will cure you. I took the medicine as
directed, but had no confidence in a
cure, as my case had been tried by eo
many. After using it a week I began
to feel better, and in a short while after
that I was entnely cured. That terrible
distress, everything I ate, breaking up
sour in my throat had all gone and I
have not had a moment’s discomfort
since. To day there isn’t a healthier
man and my appetite is grand.”
—THE—
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Meetings for the Examination of
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pm
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. .Killbuck.
.... 9 20 Ar... ..Trinway..
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Everything* G-oes at Cost.
This is strictly a CASH SALE to convert cloth
into cash. Come early and
get your choice.

Advertised in thia Paper.

letk,

R. WEST,

S. H. Maharry,

TIHE TABLE

THB
LEADING

OF

COSMOPOLITAN
Electro-Medical and Surgical
Institute.
THE

CEfetuatea

|2 00

Lv. Newark............. 1 8 301 6 551*6 50 12 30
a in
*7 20 8 35, 8 25 11 25
Columbus.
. 104 I
p m
9 11 1 12, 7
“ Zanesville....
1 12
p ra

1 15 5 30 10

Pi2SlCi5R8,

8 25 4
noon a m
12 00 6 3b
1 05, 7 50
3 40,10 15
I P ml
5 55112 351

Baltimore..........

EsialiEJistf,
R3WISI3,

Philadelphia......
New York......... 1

Fo»l lively
Guarantees to
the aSiictcd
thr.t a safe.
Speedy
end
sure cure will
be effee'ed In
all cases un
dertaken
by
them .Personal
contact with
end vast ex
po:’cnee
In
[14 Years in Practice.] the treatment
of the following dl-enses render ibem
experts in their professio". Ail PRI
VATE. NERVOUS and CHKON.C DIS
EASES, NERVOUS end GENERAL
DEBILITY,
UN NATURAL DIS
CHARGES. LACK OF AMBITION,
SEXUAL WEAKNESS. SPERMATOR
RHOEA, GONORRHOEA. GLEET,
STRIC rURE.VARICOCEI.E.SYPIlILlS
BLOOD and SKIN DISEASES, URIN
ARY, KIDNEY and BLADDER COM
PLAINTS SAFELY, PRIVATELY and
SUCCESSFULLY
TREATED.
CA
TARRH, RHEUMATISM. PARALYSIS.
PILES,SALT RHEUM and DYSPEPSIA
readily yield to their treatment. ALL
Private, Nervous ard Chronic Disorders
Permanently cured in the SHORTEST
POSSIBLE TIME.

NERVE SEEDS.

IU.

s OLICITORS AND ATTORNEYS
—FOR—

IH RRIDGE A CO.,

Beware of Frauds and Quacks.
----- REMEMBER-----

127 Superior Street opposite American,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.
With Associated offices in Washington
an J Foreign Conn trie-'
Brant.
Cklchester*. English Diamond
Dial

Original an<l Only Genuine.
always reliable, ladies a-k
Druggist for' Chichester s English I/iaineond Brand in Kcd aud ffM metallic
Ibexes, staled with blue ri »bon. Take
Ino other. Refuse dangerous substitu'turns and imitations. At Druggists, or send 4c.
in stamps for particulars, t-stiroonixls and
“Relief for budle*,” in letter, by return
* Mall. 10*000 Testimonials. Name Paper
, ’ChlcbeAterChemleul Co.,MudUon Squ»i«>
Sold by ail Local Drug*ri'*«
Ph LU. da-, Fa
safe,

$

WE HAVE the largest outside patron
age of any firm in AMERICA. This 19
due to our SUPERIOR TREATMENT.
OUR METHOD OF DIAGNOSIS is
original and is MORE COMPLETE
than the means employed by others.
$1,090.0) for proof of any case we have
failed tocure.either at our INSTITUTE
or by our HOME TREATMENT. No
Medicine sent C. O. D. No names used
except by permission. Every thing con
fidential. PLAIN ENVELOPES AND
PACKAGES ALWAYS SENT.

Wriie trr Question Blank and Book Pres.
Office Hours 9-8. Sundays 10-2.

COSMOPOLITAN
Electro-Medical and Surgical Institute,

k

6 Public Square,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
East ol Soldiers' Monument.

Partneisbip Notice.
State of Ohio, Knox Comity, ss.:
This is to certify that, Patrick D'Arcey, resid
ing at 132 Water street. Tiffin, Ohio, is transacting business in this State under the name of the
Mt. Vernon Distilling Co. The principal office
and place of business of said iiartnersliip is at
Mt. Vernon, in this county. The above are the
names in foil of all the members of said part
nership and their place of residence,
PATRICK D’ARCEY.
Signed and acknowledged before me this 13th
tiny of Jnly. 1885.
W m- H. Thompson.
j
Notary Public
skal- S
Knox County, Ohio.

5 30

P

Washington D C

Th!» Famous Remedy
'curcsqulckly and permanently
_
all nervous diseases such as
Weak Memory, Loss of Brain Power,
Headache,Wakefulness.Lout Vitality,
□tghtly'emlsstons.evild: cams. Impotency and wastr
ing diseases caused by youthful errors or ex
cesses. Contains no opiates. Isa nerve tonic and
blood builder. Makes the pate and puny strong
and plump. Easily carried In vest pocket. 81 per
box: O for 83. By mail prepaid with n written guar
antee to cure or money refunded. Write us for free
medical book, scntsealed In plain wrapper, which
sontainstestlmonlRlsand financial references. No
charge for con.tilf attonn. Beware of imitations
Sold hy onr advertised agents, or address A F.RVE
HEEU CO., Masonic Temple. Chicugo

a m
8 00

a mi pm

l

Pittsburgh.

(28 Years In Practice.]

OASOEIAE

Lv Cincinnati.

Fostoria.

(Eastern Time.)

*-■

PORTABLE AND
MARINE.

LvSandusky........
Lv Mansfield........
Mt Vernon......

Ar. Wheeling......

Their Experience of many years.
high rcnutaiion fori
tlieir unlimited resow©
well
known

and

46

am am a m pm
10 15 f6 05
a m The Celebrated Specialist of the France Medical Institute.
pm pm
4 53 3 35
7 45
a m Will be at the CURTIN IIOISF, Mt. Vernon, Wed.
8 00 nesday. January 29, 181IG, from S a. in. to .5 p. m.
3 00 f3 00
6 50 4 55 5 27 10 05
7 45 6 05 5 59ill 22 OM WAV OXI.Y.

ItesnltlBg

MARVELOUS SUCCESS,

STEAM

8 I 16

6TXTI0K8.

OF THE
(32 Years in Practice.]

ikh/mm OfM

ns

EAST BOUND.

(Central Time.)
Lv. Chicago........

Florida and Southeast.
If you have any intention of going to
the Southeast this fall or winter, you
should advise yourself of the best route
from the North and West. This is the
Louisville & Nashville railroad, which is
running double daily trains from Cincin
nati through to Nashville, Chattanooga
Birmingham, Atlanta, Montgomery
Thomasville, Pensacola, Mobile, Jack
sonville and all Florida points. Pullman
Sleeping Car Service through. Specially
low rates made to Atlanta during the
continuance of the Cotton States Expos
ition, and tourist rates to all points in
Florida and Gulf Coast resorts during
tne season. For particulars as to ratee
and Hirough car service, write
Jackson Smith, Div. Pass. Agt.,
Cincinnati, C,
C. P. Atmore, Gen’l Pass. Agt..
Louisville, Kv.

P

At the old stand—NO. 4, KREMLIN.

In Effect June 30, 1805.

CONSULT
OR WRITE

All We Ask Is a Trial.

8 25
am
6 38
7 60
llC 16
I p n>
112 35

WEST BOUND.

7

STATIONS.

3

47

p m a ni p nr
(Eastern Time)
Lv.Washington DC 8 20
7
35 10 15 3 45
Lv. Wheeling.......
a m

Hl
17
a m

p rn

9 42 12 29 6 22 6 19
10 22 1 30 7 in 7 in
p ni
Lv. Colnmbus......... 11 35 2 15 8 35 8 35
“ Zanesville.........

“ Cincinnati.........

a m
5 45
a rn

5 45
m

12 25

Lv. Mt Vernon...... 11 17 2 20 8 24 9 10
p rn

“ Mansfield ........ 12 12 3 30 9 31 10 24
Sandusky......... 5 40 5 40 a ni 12 15
Lv Fostoria............ 1 56 5 55 11 33 8 45
a ni
p ni
Ar Chicago............. 9 00
7 25 6 40

•Daily JStopon 8ignal. f Daily ex.Sunday.
J. Van Smith, Gen’l Supt.
Ohab. O. Scull

Gen’l Pass r Agent.

C8&40W.Gav St..

Your
Money Back
if Paragon Tea does
not permanently cure
your constipation. There
are lots of “Teas” on
the market.
Some may
be nearly as good as
Paragon Tea, but none
give as good general
satisfaction.
That’s why we offer
to return your 25 cents
if you want it.
Try it
for sick headache.
All druggists sell it. Sample sent upon
request.
S. R. Feil & Co., Chemists,
Cleveland, O.

Sold at H. M. Green's Drug Store.

—. ' . . I
Lord Tennyson is going to publish in
his life of his father a juvenile tale call- j
ed "Mungo the American,” written by
Alfred Tennyson at the age of 14.

RESTORE

ST VIGOR
When in doubt what to use for Nervous Debility. Lois of Sexual Power fin either
sex>, Impotency. Atrophy. Varicocele and other weaknesses, from any cause, use
Serine Pills. Drains checked and full vigor quickly restored. If neglected, such
troubles result fatally. Mailed anywhere, sealed, for i.oo: 6 boxes for I5.00. With
vvery $5.00 order »e give a legal guarantee to cure or refund the uiutiei. Address
PEAL MEDICINE CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

f

Sold at H. M. GREEN’S Drug S:ore
“HE THAT

lOoclly

WORKS EASILY, WORKS

SUCCESSFULLY.”

DR. FRANCE, PRESIDENT

FRANCE AfBOZOAr, AND SURGICAL INSTITUTE*

EN^IXES.

Result in 4 weeks.

THE PEOPLE’S
TAILOR.

BALTIMORE AND OHIO R. R.

WBEM BLt pnil
CTJJEBS.... r|HL

One of the Best Hotels in the State
Euual to Any, Excelled by None.

t Daily except ounday. f Flag
stop. | meals.
If yon think of buying an engine of any
Where no time is given trains do not stop
Nos. 2 and 3 carry Parlor Cars between Cleve size or kind send for our Catalogue No. 30,
land and Ginciunati, Fare 25 cents between containing illubtialions and prices of eveiy
Cleveland and Columbus, or intermediate sta
tions; 50 cents between Cleveland and Cincinnati, kind of small engines up to20 horse power,
at bottom prices, or-List No- 29 for yacht
or intermediate stations, Sonth of Colnmbns.
Nos. 27 and 28, carry Vestibnled Sleeping Cars engines, boilers and boat machinery. Either
between Cleveland and Cincinnati.
sent free.
No-27 has a Local Vestibnled Sleeper between
Colnmbns and Cleveland, and can be occupied
by passengers after 9:00 p m. at the East end of
CHAS. P. WILLABD & CO.,
the Union Depot.
No. 28 has a Local Vestibnled Sleeper between
Cleveland and Columbus. This Sleeper arrives at 197 Canal Street.
CHICAGO
Columbus at 2:15 a. m. aud is set at the East end
of Union Depot. Passengers can occupy their
berths until 7 :00 a m.
No. 28 will stop to let off passengers South of
Mt. Vernon.
For any information address
C. F. DALY,
Gen’l Pass. Agent, Cleveland, Ohio.
H. C. PARKER, Traffic Manager.
Indianapolis, Ind.
♦RoneDaUy,

Sell all the Patent Medicine*

Mt. Vtmon, Ohio.

BURNET HOUSE,
Cincinnati, O.,

0 6 35
6 50
7 08
7 50
8 CO
Ar

p. m.
t 7 45
7 10
4 15
t 2 40
, p. m

OHIO,

MT. VERNON,

Ont.rhnrg. Ohio.

—

pm
am
8 00 ......... ........
12 35 6 00
1 U6 6 27
f 1 26 6 44
151 7 04

LITTLE MONEY.
For the NEXT 30 DAYS

L. D. Bonebrake, Prest.,
L. B. Honck,

For the people of Knox County to dress themselves
well for

DRUGGISTS

Examinations Will Commence at 8:30 o’clock.

ENHYROYAL PILLS

6 40

G.R.BAKER&SON

Central Building, Mt. Vernon,

AND PATENT LAW CASES.
1
7
8
6

A GOOD
CHANCE ..

TEACHERS’

a. S. AND FOREIGN PATENTS

pm
pm
8 00 12 15
9 33 2 19
10 33 3 2V
11 16 4 02
11 29 4 12
fl2 06 4 50
12 25 5 10

12 48 12 45
1 17! 1 12
1 34 f 1 34
1 52 1 52
2 15 2 15
am
pm

600
pm

8

38 ]

fpR IO CENTS

KNOX COUNTY

PATENTS.
South Bound.

Central Time.

fat’ taste.

S-A-N-A-D-O-R Skin Soap comes to
take the place of & hundred or more
soap3 now before the public, and which
are positively harmful to the human
skin. S-A-N-A-D-O-R Skin Soap is the
only antiseptic soap that is absolutely free
from all poisonous substances. It is tho
full realization of an ideal toilet soap,
and is soothing and purifying to tho
tenderest skin, while it brightens and
beautifies the complexion. It is eo
pure that its medicinal properties
make it an admirable soap for cleans
ing the teeth and purifying the breath.
It is perfect for oil purposes of tho
toilet and the bath. Price 25c. per
cake. Prepared hy S-A-N-A-D-O-R
MEDICAL CO., 10 and 12 Vandewater
St., New York Cit7.

Sold in Mt Vernon oy Geo. R Baker A
Son and H. M. Green.

North Bound.

the fish-

me relief and strength. Few women,
even though much younger than I. en
joy as good health, for my appetite is
natural, sleep refreehiqg, and 1 can
walk quite a distance without feeling
tired. People are surprised at my
vigorous appearance and activity,
which I belive, is the result of my using
Paine’s celery compound. It has cured
me of constipation, and is of great help
to me when over tired.
Gratefully yours,
Mrs. Emyle Hyde Grineli..”
Paiue’s celery compound 19 especially
valuable for recruiting the strength and
spent energies of men and women
advanced in years. It is the one prep
aration considered worthy the name of
a true nerve food and blood remedy by
physicians throughout the country. It
is prescribed by them in every state in
the Union to tone up the system, regu
late the nerves and restore health and
strength.
Nothing in the past has everlapproached it in power of building up weakened
nerve tissues and giving strength to tire
body. Tn severe case of persistent head
aches, dyspepsia, neuralgia sleepless
ness, due to nervous feebleness, Paine’s
celery compound has a record of rapid
and lasting cures that embraces every
city and townrin the wide sweep of the
United States.
Its remarkable power over disease lies
in its active replacing of worn out parts
by new, healthy ones, and in its healing
and purifying action among the most
minute tissues of the body. It searches
out the weak parts at once, and sets to
work to build them up. The tired body
feels the strengthening effects of Paine’s
celery compound forthwith.
Give the nerves a chance to recover
and the entire body will regain its health
and strength. Take Paine’s celery com
pound.

The Sunday law in Germany hits the 1
drinker instead of the purveyor. The
court of appeal at Erfurt has just sus
tained the lower court in fining a
thirsty man 75 cents for drinking a glass
of beer at a tavern during the hours of
the divine service.

Cincinnati...

without

THAT WE HAVE NOW IN STOCK
A COMPLETE LINE OF

French, English, Scotch and German

t

In the last 300 years fourteen new
stars have been discovered, exclusive of
Utah.
In proportion to the population, Italy Mt Vernon..
.
shows the largest n mber ot murders Centreburg.
....
—thirteen to every 100,000 inhabitants. Sanhnry
Weeterville..
The relative number in Spain is nine, Colnmbns... . Ar
in Germany one, in Great Britain one,

is Cod-liver Oil

Fact

THE

Central Time.

Cmuhicn

OE

ifflROfflMmramcs.piiiTcostt

IN THE LATEST SHADES AND DESIGNS,

The testimonials published in behalf
of Hood’s Sarsaparilla. They are writ
ten by honest people who have actually
found in their own experience that
Hood’s Sarsaparilla purifies the blood,
creates an appetite, strengthens the sys
tem and absolutely and permanently
cures all diseases caused by impure or
deficient blood.

Hood’s Pills for the liver and bowels,
act promptly, easily and effectively.

PIECE

And Q ent’s Furnisher,

Mrs. Grinnell Credits Her Vigorous Old

S

around again. It is worth its weight in
gold. We won't keep house or store with spending millions on its army and on
out it.” Get a trial bottle of G. R. Baker
its navy, as if that really amounted to
& Son.

A GREAT BIG

A . R. SIPE,

NOW 99 YEARS OLD.

CLEAN HOUSE WITH

SAPOLIO

block N.ol State House. Columbus,0. Incorporated,1886- CipitolJ3OO,OOQ.

DR. FRANCE, of New York, the well known and successful Soecialist In Chronic Dlaeaaas
and Diseases of the Eye and Ear, on account of his large practice'in Ohio, has established the
FRANCE MEDICAL INSTITUTE, where all forms of Chronic. Nervous and Private Diseases will he suc
cessfully treated on the most Scientific principles. He is ablr assisted by a fnll corps of eminent
Physicians and Surgeons, each one being a well known specialist in his profession.
CD A MPP has no superior in diagnosing and treating diseases and defrrmltiee.
I lYrSIvV/C. Acute and Chronic Catarrh, Diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose. Thront
and Lungs, Dyspepsia, Bright’s Disease, Diabetes, Kidney, Liver. Bladder, Chronic Famal*
end Sexual Diseases speedily cured by treatment that has never failed in thousand* of case*
hat had been pronounced beyond hope. Many people meet death every year who might havo
tx-eti restored to perfect health had they placed their cases in the hands of expert*.
50C BOOK FREE. “The Medical Adviser” containing nearly no. hnwavA
lages, a short history of PRIVATE DISEASES, advice to young and old—especially
hose contemplating marriage, fully Illustrated. Do not fall to Improve the opporuuity to obtain one of the moat valuable books which has ever come within tom
each. This book will be sent to anyone free on receipt of postage. Address.
□ R. FRANCE, 38 West Gay Street, Colnmbns, Ohio.
YOUNG MEN—Who have become victims of
olitary vice, that dreadful and destructive
mbit, which annually sweeps to an untimely
'rave thousands of yo'ung men of exalted talent
ind brilliant intellect,may call with confidence.
DR. FRANCE, after years of experience, has dis
covered the greatest cure known for weakness
in the back and limbs, involuntary discharges,
impotency, general debility, nervousness, lan
guor, confusion of ideas, palpitation of the
heart, timidity, trembling, dimness of sight, or
giddiness, diseases of the head, throat, nose, or
skin, affections of the liver, lungs, stomach, or
bowels—those terrible disorders arising from
tlie solitary vice of youth—and secret practices,
blighting their most radiant hopes or anticipa
tions, rendering marriage impossible. Take
oue candid thought before it is too late. A week
or month may place your case beyond the reach
of hope. Our method of treatment will speedily
and permanently cure the most obstinate case,
and absolutely restore perfect manhood.
TO MIDDLE-AGED MEN.—There are many from
the age of 30 to 60 who are troubled with fre
quent evacuations of the bladder, often accom
panied by a slight burning or smarting sensa
tion, weakening the system in a manner the
patient cannot account for. On examination of
the urinary deposits, a ropy sediment will be
found, or the color will be a thin or milkish hue.
There are many men who die of this difficulty,
ignorant of the cause, which is a second stage
of seminal weakness. We will guarantee a
perfect cure in all such cases, and a healthy
restoration of the genito-nrinary organs.

DISEASES OF WOMEN.—We have a special de
partment, thoronghly organized, and devoted
exclusively to the treatment of disease* of
women. Every case consulting oar specialista,
whether by letter or person, is given the most
careful and considerate attention. Important
cases (and we get few which have not baffled the
skill of all the home physicians) have the t1*"*fitof a full council of skilled specialists. la
treatment of diseases peculiar to females, oar
success has been marked, over two-thlrd* of
onr patients being ladies, old, yonng, married,
single, rich and poor. Onr method is entirely
free from objectfonable feature* of the general
practitioner, namely, “Local treatment-" We
seldom find it necessary. We prepare remedies,
constitutional and local, as the case demand*,
and instruct ladies how to treat themselves.
MARRIAGE-—Married persons, or young men
contemplating marriage, aware of physical
weakness, lossof procreative powers, lmpotency
or any other disqualifications, speedily restored.
PRIVATE DISEASES.—Blood Poison, Venereal
Taint, Gleet, Stricture, Seminal Emissions,
Loss of Sexnal Power, Weakness of Sexual
Organs, Want of Desire in Male or Female,
whether from imprudent habits of youth or
sexual habits of mature vears, or aay cans* that
debilitates the sexual functions, speedily aad
permanently cured. Consultation free aad
strictly confidential. Absolute cure* guaran
teed. Medicines sent free from observation »o
all parts of the United State*.
EPILEPSY OR FITS— Positively cured by a new
and never-failing method. Testimonial* far*
n ished.

FREE EXAMINATION OF THE URINE.—Each person applying for medical treatment should
send or bring from 2 to 4 ounces of urine (that passed first in the morning preferred), which will
receive a careful chemical and microscopical examination, and if requested a written analysis
will be given. Persons mined in health by unlearned pretenders, who keep trifling with them
month after month, giving poisonous and injurious compounds, should apply immediately.
Delays arc dangerous.
WnbinFRPIIl
PI1RP2 Perfected in old cases which l ave been neglected or aasktllfally
TTUnULnrUL uUnLO treated. No experiment* or f-iilnres. Parties treated by snail er
express, bnt where possible, personal consultation is preferred. Curable case* guaranteed.
No risks incurred.
47*Cases and correspondence confidential. Treatment sent C. O. D. to any part of U. B.
List of 130 questions free. Address, with postage, DR. W. A. FRANCK, No. ad Wadt
Gay 8t., Columbus, Ohio.

CONSULTATION FREE AND STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
IN HIS PRIVATE ROOMS AT THE

Ourtis House, Mt. Vernon, Wednesday, January 29, from 8
a. m. to 6 p m.

ONE DAY ONLY.

